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ABSTRACT

It appears

that due to the inherent computational

complexity and repetdhe nature of
computer aided design (CAD)
applied.

the yacht design process

techniques may be usefully

The feasibility of a computer aided yacht

design system is

thus

investigated.

Criteria are

developed for a successful yacht design system and the
possible implementation of such a system investigated.
Conclusions are thus reached as

to future developmental

goals for a computer aided yacht design system.

l .

1.

I~TRODUCTION

1. 1

The Prob 1 em
This research project aims to investigate
the feasibility of developing a computer aided
design (or CAD) system for yacht hulls.
particular,

In

it is concerned with examining both

the feasibility and possible implementations of
the GAMMA (Geometrical and Analytical Matrix
Manipulation Algorithm) system developed by
Mr J,K. Hill for this purpose.
Mr Hill has been developing the mathematical
theory for the GAMMA CAD system for some years.
At the beginning of 1979 the authDr became

involv~d

with him in doing some actual programming work on
the University of Canterbury's B6700 computer,
This report thus seeks to apply both the results
of practical work with this system, and also further
investigations into what 1s wanted in a CAD system
for yacht-hulls,
l.

to draw conclusions on two points.

The feasibility of CAD for yacht-hulls
and of the GA1v1MA system ln particular

2.

The best 1 i ne s to fo 11 ow in further
developing the skeleton CAD system so far
implemented,

To outline further.

the area of investigation,

the rest or this introductory section looks at the
nature of both computer abded design and the yachthull design process.

and then considers whether

CAD is applicable to yacht-hull design.

In Chapter 2

2.

the problem is analysed more deeply and stated
in detail.

Chapters 3 and 4 then consider the

GA1v1MA System's computer model,

and the desired

nature of a designer-system interface to be bu~lt
on t hi s ,

res pe c t i v e 1 y.

possible nature of

Chapter 5 considers

the

the physical system and outlines

further development work considered to be advisable.
Finally,

conclusions derived from this discussion

are presented in Chapter 6.

1.2

A Definition of Computer Aided Design
Before proceeding further,
of CAD will be useful,
this,

a general characterisation

A satisfactory definition is

by Gott and Tilbrook -

"Computer aided design concerns the use of
computer systems,
assist

often interactively,

the planning analysis,

and documentation that,

to

decision making

taken together,

are

the process of design." [ 1)
It should first be noted that

the essential

characteristic of a CAD system is

just

computer assisted design system.

Contrary to some

opinion (for example,

Prince (~

that

- a

neither computer

graphics nor an interactive system are essential parts
of a CAD system.
discussion,

As shall be seen in later

they may prove very useful

some applications.

tools 1n

They are not however fundamental

to the CAD process.
Secondly it should be noted that a true CAD
system is involved in assisting the design process

3.

at every stage.

In such a

system the design

process and the computer are inseparable.

Thus

such applications as computer aided draughting and
computer simulations do not constitute computer
aided design.

Though they may be valuable time

savers or analytical devices they do not constitute
a

true computerization of

good CAD system combines

the design process.

A

the creativity and decision

making ability of man with the speed accuracy and
capacity of the computer - combining the best
qualities of both to produce a team ~ore powerful
than its components in what

is termed a synergistic

relationship.

1.3

The Yacht-Hull Design Process
The universally accepted method of pictorially
representing a yacht hull

is by giving sets of ·lines.

These can be thought of as sets of slices through
the hull,

taken at different angles,

on to paper.
produced,

Four such sets of

termed water lines,

buttock lines and diagonals.
in Fig 1.
Appendix C.

A sample set of

and produced

lines are usually

transverse sections,
These are illustrated

lines is given in

These lines have the further property

of completely and uniquely defining a yachl hull.
Thus from these any hull-attributes desired can be
calculated,

and furthermore measurements

them serve as suitable instructions
builder.

taken off

to the boat

4.
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Thus

the primary aim of the yacht designer in

designing a yacht-hull is to produce these sets of
lines.

This is not

at all easy,

as these lines

must be:

I.

Fair -

look

though some modern designs
rather unusual,

each line a

designer produces must

generally

be a smooth or fair curve.
(Unfortunately,

as shall be seen,

this concept of

'fairness'

is hard

to define mathematically)
2.

Consistent

-

the four sets of

lines produced

in two dimensions must be such as
define the same hull

io

in three dimen-

sions.
The use of

thin strips of wood called splines

aids the designer in producing fair curves,
obtaining a consistent set of
a

trial and error process,

rubber,

Furthermore,

lines

but

is essentially

using a pencil and

having produced an apparently

satisfactory set of lines,

laborious calculations

are required to find values for such hull attributes
as displacement and wetted surface area.
these prove to be unsatisfactory,
lines have to be modified.

all

If any of

the sets of

6.

1.4

Why CAD is.Suitable for Yacht Hulls
Before considering actual CAD systems,

it

is

essential to determine whether the yacht-hull design
process is one for which CAD is suitable.
design process has been outlined briefly,

The yacht
and the

types of process suited for CAD will now be
considered.
It is generally agreed

lD, b]

that the

principal advantages of using computers in design
applications are I.

Their accuracy

2.

Their speed, which means designers
I.

get a result quicker

2.

get closer to an optimal result
in an iterative situation

3.

are more likely to find a better
result

in an experimental situation

Characteristics desirable in a design process
for CAD to be useful are thus seen to be these 1.

The process requires many long and repeated
operations to be performed

2.

The process is such that the final design
cannot be synthesized directly from the
initial requirements, but must be approached
by a process of experiment, analysis,
iteration.

That is,

the design process can

be conceived as in Figure 2,
1n Figure 3.

and

rather than as

This point is important not

only in that it magnifies the effect of

7.
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the first point, but also because it may
enable the considerable potential of
interactive computing to be made use of.
Consideration of the yacht design process
described above proves it to meet these criteria
admirably because -

1.

Though estimates vary,

it is considered

that the time required to produce a set of
lines by manual

iterative means is of the

order of one to two weeks
2.

The yacht-design process is very much an
iterative, optimising process rather than
one of direct calculation.

The yacht design process will be considered in
greater detail in Chapter 4,

and this point will be

amplified there.
Thus if a CAD system could be developed for
yacht hulls which would generate and modify sets of
lines as specified by the designer,

it could be

expected to save him considerable amounts of time.
Time saving would not be the only advantage of CAD
in yacht design,
1.

however.

In par t i c u 1 a r,

A computer system would have the advantage
of accuracy.

At present both hull-attribute

calculations and measurements required by
the boat builder (termed offsets) are produced
by direct measurement from the lines,
hence there is the possibility of both
inaccuracies and error.

and

9•

2.

The increased speed and efficiency of
such a system would enable the designer
to spend a lot more time optimising his
design.

3.

The designer could obtain a better
understanding of the structure of his
designs due to the ease with which he
could experiment with new ideas.

4.

Computer simulation results and calculations of complex hull attributes could
be obtained early enough in the design
process to enable easy modification of
the design.

And having such results at

his fingertips would again lead the
designer to a better understanding of
his design.
All these factors would hopefully lead to a
better final product from the design process.

1 0.

2.

A DF...!AILED STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Before an attempt is made to consider CAD systems
for yachts in detail,

it will be useful to attempt to

analyse such systems with a view to determining what
their essential components are,
A useful conception of a CAD system such as might
be used for yacht design Is that proposed by Boyles of
Lockheed,

illustrated in Fig 4 [2]

It is believed by the author that this can be
usefully simplified to consider the system as a two part
entity - the system itself, which manages the data-.bank
and performs analytical and other functions,
man-system

inte~face

and the

which translates the designers

instructions into commands understandable by the systerrt.
This concept is illustrated in Fig 5.
The two parts to this conception of the computer
aided yacht-design process will be explained 1n more
detai 1.
1.

Before the computer can do anything with a
yacht-hull it must have some internal
representation of it which is capable of
manipulation by computer functions.

Thus

the primary function of the kernel to the
CAD system can be seen as maintaining,

analysing and manipulating a computer model
of a yacht hull.
2.

Though possible,

it .is doubtful that a

designer will want

to talk to a CAD system

completely in terms of this mathematical

11 .
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mode 1.

Any CAD system for yacht hulls

developed will be used primarily by yacht
designers, who may have neither the desire
nor the ability to concern themselves with
the details of a computer system.

It has

been stated by Dyson, as a general rule
for successful CAD systems,

that "Designers

should not need to be a programmer, or a
systems engineer,

or even for that matter

computer minded" [4]

In fact

it is considered

by the author that a good, high-level
designer-system interface will be an
essenfial feature for a computer aided
yacht-hull design system.
It is believed that the above division of a CAD
system is a very natural one, and one that lends itself
to further analysis of what is wanted 1n a CAD system for
yacht hulls.

These needs can be expressed,

in terms of

this ana 1 y sis, as 1.

A computer model for a yacht-hull which is
1.

easy to construct and modify

2.

such that subsequent analysis and
output is as simple as possible;

2.

A designer- system interface which
1.

satisfies the user

2.

is feasible to implement

The main objective of this project - that 1s,

to

study the feasibility and possible implementation of the
GAMMA s y s t em - c an t h us b e amp 1 i f i e d t o t l1 e f o I 1 ow i n g -

13 •

1.

An investigation of the GAMMA system

itself~

to determine if
:f

I

(i)

Jt~s

(ii)

It satisfies the criteria for a

based on a good mathematical model

computer model outlined above
2.

An investigation of the designer-system
interface - to determine
(i)

What form this interface should take

(i i )

Wh a t d i r e c t i on fur t h e r d eve 1 o pm en t
of the GAlylMA system should take

( i i i ) If the G.Aly1ly1A system is sui tab 1 e for
supporting the interface required.
In order to investigate these points,

several

approaches have been taken 1.

A review of the literature on CAD

2.

Experimental work - an implementation of a
basic GAMMA system.

Results of this work are

outlined in more detail in later sections and
the actual implementation detailed in Appendix B.

3.

A questionnaire sent out to yacht designers,
seeking to gain information on the yacht-design
process and in particular their
CAD.

thoqg~ts

on

This is described in section 4.2.1 and

results are summarized in Appendix A,
Data from all these sources are drawn on in the
following chapter of this report, which consider the
above objectives in turn.

14 •

3•

THE Ca\1PUTER MODEL

It was shown in chapter 2 that one of two essential
components for a computer aided yacht hull design
system is an acceptable computer model for yacht-hull
form.

This chapter examines the GAMMA system developed

by Mr J.K. Hill to determine if it constitutes a
satisfactory computer model.
The GAMMA system is based on a mathematical model,
rather than a logical or raw-data model.

It will be

argued that for the yacht-design problem a mathematical
model is essential, and requirements for a good
mathematical model will be developed.
Next, previous work in this field will be reviewed,
and in particular that done in developing

mathematic~!

models for systems such as yacht hulls.
The G.Al}llilA system's mathematical model will then
be described briefly, and its acceptability as a
computer model discussed.

3.1

The Necessity for a Mathematical Model
Yacht-hull design is concerned with a
Eeometric rather than logical design problem.
Logical design applications such as circuit
design can be represented by quite simple data
structures, as designs can be considered to
consist of a nulllber of discrete logical units
arranged in space.

A geometric design

application such as yacht-hull design does not
have the unifying features which would allow this
to be done easily.

I5•

However,

if

the designer is

to develop a yacht-hull model
ongoing manner via

to be able

in a continuous

a CAD system,

then he must

be able to calculate various geometric and
hydrostatic data at any stage in the design
process.

This necessarily presupposes the

existence of some description of the hull which
is maintained throughout

the design process.

If the designer is not
~own

to become bogged

1n mathematical details,

is to function in real time,
desirable,

and if the system
which could well be

then the data-base used to hold the

hull-description must be compact.

A yacht-hull

could be described by a raw set of

(x,

points,

but

y,

z)

this would produce a very large and

clumsy data base.
yacht-hull requires

A compact data-base for a
the simplifying features of

a mathematical model and such a model
considered essential.

is

As shall be seen,

therefore
a

mathematical model can enable a complex yacht-hull
to be represented with a surprisingly small amount
of data.
3.2

Required Properties for a,Mathematical Model
Several obvious requirements £or such a
mathematical model can be listed.

These are

derived from similar requirements outlined by
Prince [2]

1.

As stated above,

the actual data required

to describe the desired hull should be

16 •

kept

to an absolute minimum,

manipulation of,

otherwise

and particularly input

to the data base will become unwieldy.
2.

The data items used to describe the
yacht-hull should be "directly associated
with meaningful qualities" of
(for example,

the hull.

changing draft should only

require changing one or two pieces of
data,

after which a new hull should be

able to be generated automatically).
Otherwise any manipulation of

the hull

will be too unwieldy.
3.

A mathematical model for a

yacht-hull

should be one which automatically produces
a fair,

smooth hull,

as

this

is one of

the

main aims of a computer aided yacht-hull
design system.
be able
but

3.3

this

The designer may want

to

to introduce bumps and hollows,
should require special effort.

Review of Earlier Work in Computer Aided Yacht
Design
Very successful CAD systems have been
developed overseas for ships.
allbw designers

to conceive,

a hull within minutes.

These typically
peruse and modify

Very sophisticated and

complete systems have been developed -

indeed

the use of CAD in ship design is· probably
ahead of most other such applications.
However,

1

yacht hulls are typically far more

1 7.

complex things to model than ship hulls
as they are complex three dimensional
surfaces,

whilst ships are commci>nly only
Hence such ship

sophisticated boxes.

systems are not in themselves directly
applicable to the problem of yacht design.
No mention has been found in the
literature of such systems developed for
Although it is known that

yacht hulls.

several designers 1n New Zealand

~tilize

computer programs to calculate various
analytical data from manually drawn lines,
this does not of course constitute CAD.

It

is suspected that computer aided yacht desi'gn
systems

ha~

been developed overseas and have

not l;>een published,

though it is possible

that the technology and expertise required
have not yet

3.4

justified the expense.

Earlier Work on the Mathematical Representation
.£f__§eometric Surfaces
The material 1n this section owes much to
an unpublished paper by J.K. Hill, Computer
Aided Design of Yacht Hulls.

3. 4. 1

Different Mathematical Technigues
Though ship design systems are
not directly applicable to yacht-design,
the same mathematical model theory 1s.
The development of mathematical

18 '·

techniques for representing what are
termed 'surface envelopes' such as
ship hulls, aircraft fusilages,

and

yacht hulls will now be reviewed,

to

present a background against which the
GAMlvfA s y s t em c an be eva 1u a t e d .

Eaily attemps at representing
surfaces mathematically greatly
predate the computer.

For example,

as early as 1586 an English shipwright
named Mathew Baker described a system
of forming hulls using

tangential arcs

for the transverse sections.

But due to

the computational complexity of most
useful systems the development of .such
techniques can be equated with the
development of CAD

syste~s

in general.

Four main phases in the development
of mathematical methods suitable for
representing yacht hulls can be
distinguished.
in turn,

These will be looked at

and evaluated in terms of the

requirements listed above for a good
mathematical model.
considered,

The first

two

lines fairing and module

systems, basically manipulate input
points and thus cannot really be said
to form mathematical models.

It is

however of interest to look at them
briefly.

The second two hull-represent-

ation system are based on true

]9 •

mathematical models and actually
generate the hull shape mathematically.
Such systems give the designer absolute
control over the shape of
produced,

the hull

and furthermore are generally

more efficient.
1.

Line Fairing Systems
Briefly these systems take as

input

measurements from approximate drawings
produced by the designer and use
Chebyshev polynomials to fit

these.

The initial measurements might
characteristically be produced by a
digitiser.

By considering the

derivatives,of these polynomials,
points that are seen to be
are altered,
set of

and by considering each

lines in turn,

fashion,

'unfair'

in an iterative

sets of lines are finally

obtained that are both consistent and
fair.
However,

several major criticisms

can be made of such systems:
1.

Infeasibility.·
difficult

It is very

to define

the concept

of fairness mathematically as
it

is a very arbitrary concept.

Possible definitions are that
there be no sudden rates of
change,

or that

first and second

20.

derivatives be continuous all such definitions prove to
be unsuitable in some areas of
yacht-hull design.
2.

Inflexibility.

Though such

systems have proved useful for
the simple case of ship hulls,
yacht hulls, and espedially
modern racing designs have.
far more complex surfaces and a
far greater variety of form.
It is thus doubtful whether a
system could be developed to
work for all hull types._
3.

Scope.

The major drawback of

such systems is considered to be
that they present the designer
with a fair hull and little else.
A set of offsets can be produced,
but the set of Chebyshev
polynomials produced is not a
useful representation of the
hull and cannot be used for
further calculations.

Thus a

designer who wished to modify
his original hull could only
proceed by drawing another
approximation and starting over.
That is,

such systems do not

2.1 •

make full use of the potential
of CAD.
It can therefore be concluded
that

lines fairing systems do

not satisfy the requirements
for a good mathematical model.
2.

Module Systems
These systems
up hulls from a
hull parts.

involve building

library of standard

Again,

though such a

system may perhaps be suitable for
supertankers,
as

it can be dismissed

fQr too limiting for

the pur~oses

of yacht-hull design.
3.

Patch Systems
In these systems surfaces are
represented by an array of patches usually 4 sided,

but sometimes 3 or

5 sided - attached to a set of
co-ordinates,
termed

Such patches are

'Coons patches' after

Professor Coons at MIT who first
developed them (Coons [5]

).

Points

inside these patches are generated by
a process of interpolation,
parameters,

and fairness

by requiring first

or by

is achieved

and second

derivatives to be continuous across
patch boundaries.

Such systems have

22.

been used successfully to design
ships,

aircraft and cars and could

certainly cope with yacht hulls.
They do however have several
major drawbacks - perhaps stemming
in part from the fact

that they are

too flexible.
(i)

The hull 1s not treated as a
whole and hence overall unity
of design is not automatically
achieved.

Though advanced

designers will find it an
advantage to be able to
loca 1 areas of a hull,

p~tch

for many

designers it is considered that
this would be a hindrance as
overall fairness of design is
hard to achieve in this situation
(i i )

Such systems are very costly in
terms of computer time.

(iii)

It is not easy to derive a good
designer-system interface.

The

parameters used to represent a
hull would not necessarily have
much relation to meaningful
qua 1 i t i e s of the h u 11 , and so
quite complicated mathematics
is required to manipulate the
patches.

23.

4.

Flexible Whole-Curve Systems
The

last group of systems to be

considered generate the surface
desired as a whole.

The best way

to illustrate how this is done is by
The earliest example of

example.

such a system was developed by
Lockheed to design aircraft

fuselages.

This system entailed expanding
and contracting a super ellipse

(~ )~ + (~ Y'
as

::: I

it moved along the length of the

aircraft

fuselage and thus generating

the fuselage surface.
fuselage

is completely specified by

curve~

three

The aircraft

those of a,

b and n.

A possible fuselage specification
is

3.4.2

thus given by Fig

6.

A Comparison of These Techniques
As stated above,

the lines fairing

and module systems are not considered to
be powerful enough for the purposes of
computer aided yacht design.
remaining systems,
more flexible
systems.

Of the

two

patch systems are

than the whole curve

That

i s , a great e r

v a r i e t y of

shape can be represented by them.
However,
is

for reasons discussed above it

thought

that

for a general computer

24
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aided yacht design system the whole
curve systems are more appropriate.
They are considered to be less costly
in terms of both computer time and data
storage required,

and also easier to use.

Though whole curve systems could be af a
disadvantage when local detail facilities
such as are offered by patch systems are
required,
sue~

it is considered that otherwise

systems satisfy the criteria

developed above for a mathematical model
considerably better than patch systems.
It is therefore thought, on the basis of
this analysis,

that a whole curve system

is the better approach to yacht-hull
design,

if an efficient system of this

type can be developed.

3.5

The GAMMA System
3.5.1

A Brief Description
The act ua 1 rna thematic s of the GAM11A
system wi 11 not be detailed here, but a
description of sufficient depth to
characterize the system will be given.
The GAMMA system is based on a
mathematical model of yacht hull form of
the fourth type - a flexible whole-curve
system.

It is thus similar in concept

to the Lockheed system described above.
However,

it uses 15 rather than 3 surface
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defining curves, and thus a more complex
cross-section is generated.

Nevertheless,

this varies along the length of the hull
in a similar manner.

Figure 7 shows a

computer generated plot of these hullcurves,

as they are termed,

For example,

the curve labelled XB gives the maximum
beam along the length of the boat,
the keel line. 9

and YK

geometric hull-curves

describe such hull characteristics.
There is also a class of 6 non-geometric
hull-curves which describe other hull
properties.
These 15 hull-curves,

taken together,

thus serve to define a yacht hull
completely.

The problem that immediately

becomes apparent is that of representing
these curves in terms of discrete data
elements,

as must be used by a digital

computer.

The.most basic way of doing

this is to represent the hull-curves by
discrete values.

These can be taken at

any desired 'grid spacing' to give the
desired accuracy,

Sets of such values

thus describe a yacht hull, and therefore
form a yacht hull database.
A method has also been developed
by which the hull-curves can be described
in terms of hull-curve parameters,

27.
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Each hull-curve is divided into a number
.of segments (delineated by boxes in
figure 7) which correspond to increasing
or decreasing portions of the curve.
Each such segment can be described by
seven parameters, which specify such
things as co-ordinates of endpoints and
measures of slope.

As the discrete

hull-curve values required above can be
calculated from these hull-curve parameters at whatever spacing is required,
the hull-curve parameters form a compact
way of describing the database.

They

thus form a second and very essential
level to the yacht hull database.

The

particular advantage of this two level
approach will be discussed in the next
section,

3.5.2

A Critique of the GAMMA System's Computer
lvfode 1
It was concluded in section 3,4,2
above that a flexible whole-curve system
the
seemed to be/most acceptable mathematical
model for the purposes of yacht-hull
design.

It is now necessary to consider

whether the GAMMA system itself satisfies
the requirements developed for a good
mathematical model.

29.
The obvious way to use the

GA~fl){A

mathematical model is to perform input
and manipulation of the hull-curves
directly,

in terms of raw discrete
Such an approach

hull-curve values.
is not considered
1.

satisfactory~

because:

Many such values must be given,
which makes input clumsy.

For

example, a grid spacing of one
fortieth the length of the hull
(one which seems satisfactory for
most applications) requires 15 x 40

=

600 data items to be input to represen1
the yacht hull.

Furthermore,

if at

some stage a finer grid-spacing is
required then either more values must
be input or the new values found by
interpolation.
2.

Though altering one hull-curve value
may well have the desired effect of
altering a particular yacht hull
attribute at that point
example,

(for

altering any value for the

YK curve will change the draft at
that point) it is still up to the
designer to alter all the other
values for that hull curve so that
it still propagates in a smooth
manner.

It is considered that this

should be done automatically by
the system.

30.

3.

If control of the database is v1a
hull-curve values,

then there is no

guarantee that the hull-curves they
describe, and hence the hull
represented,

wi 11 be

1

fair

1

•

These difficulties are however avoided
if the hull-curves are described by sets of
hull-curve parameters, described previously,
from which discrete values for the hull-curves
can be calculated.

If these are used for all

input and modification of the yacht-hull
data-base,

the following advantages are

apparent.
1.

The input required to specify a yacht
h u 1 1 i s c on s i d era b 1 y 1 e s s - i n t h e GAMMA
system developed so far only about 250
data items are required.

2.

The total data-base is still of
manageable size - for example, with a
grid spacing of 1/40 hull length, only
250

+ 600

= 850

data items would be

required to represent and manipulate
a yacht-hull model, and in terms of
computer applications this is very
little.
3.

If a finer grid spacing were required,
no further input would be required, as
the new hull-curve values could be
calculated directly from the hull-curve
parameters.
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4.

Modification of the database is easier
and more natural when done by modifying
hull-curve parameters rather than hullcurve values,

as doing so ensures that

the hull-curves are changed in a imooth
manner.

The hull-curve parameters are

still "associated with meaningful
qua 1 it ies" of a yacht hull, as they
directly describe the hull-curves in a
1 o g i c a 1 way.
5.

An interesting point

is that in a

graphics application, windowing
techniques could be easily implemented
as fine detail could be calculated in
localised areas very easily.

6.

Input and modification of a yacht-hull
database via hull-curve parameters
ensures that the discrete hull-curve
values generated correspond to smooth
hull-curves,

as the GAMMA system

ensures fairness of hull-curves both
within segments, and across segment
boundaries

However,

(unless specified otherwise)o

though the use of hull-curve

parameters has many advantages and in fact
seems essential to a workable system,

it does

seem to be a limitation of the generality of
hull curves.

It is believed that discrete

hull-curve values can,

if taken at a fine

32.

enough spacing,

enable any yacht-hull
On the other hand,

be represented.

to

the

curve-segments as described by the hullcurve parameters are

E£1

ultraflexible and

thus as soon as the number of segments allowed
in a hull-curve

1s

specified,

of this hull-curve is
This

is not

limited.

found to be a problem in

describing simple hulls
for more details)
system,

the flexibility

(see the next section

though a more general

suitable for all yacht hulls, would

require more than the 35 curve segments,
.(and 250 associated hull-curve parameters)
used by the GA1vll11A system at present.
However,

problems are envisaged in

allowing designers to introduce unfairness
to yacht-hulls.
today,

This is common practice

especially among the more progressive

designers

- who are the most

likely to use a

CAD

~ystem

- and so allowance must be made

for

this.

To enable the system at present to

introduce

'bumps'

curves and hence

or

'hollows'

hull-lin~s

into hull-

would require

\

the specification of many small segments for
each hull-curve.

It

is thought

that

proceed in this manner would result

to
1n

either unwarranted limitations on the
designer,
It

or an unwiedly system.

is believed that

circumvented,

this problem can be

perhaps by the introduction of
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further hull-curve parameters to give more
It

control over the shape of each segment.
is a common problem,
models such as
detail

tends

heavy" for

these,

to

in geometric computer
that representing fine

lead to a system too "top

its overall use.

This problem

would be especially marked in yacht-design
as yacht-hulls are particularly complex
objects to model.

It is believed that

this

problem can be overcome with further
development,
applications.

as

it has been 1n other

and thus need to be considered

a serious drawback.
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3. 6

Ex peri menta 1 Work Performed With the GA11MA

System
3.6.1

Background
It was felt

that some claims made

in chapter 3 needed further experimental
verification.

In particular,

it was

considered important t6 verify that a
computer model based on the GAMMA system
could in fact be effic1ently constructed
and maintained,

both in terms of storage

and processor time requirements, and
that this computer model allowed for
e f f i c i en t analysis , modi fica t ion and
output of yacht hulls.
A basic GAMMA system was thus
implemented

in ALGOL,

on the University

of Canterbury's B6700 computer, using a
CALCOMP plotter for graphical output.
The primary aims of this implementation
were to 1.

Design data structures for the yachthull data-base,

and check these

functioned efficiently.
2.

Implement algorithms to input and
modify a yacht-hull via hull-curve
parameters,

to check that -

1.

this could be done efficiently

2.

hull-curve parameters did
{untion as an accceptable
system-model interface
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3.

Implement algorithms to give
some output of hulls produced,
to check that
1.

this could be done efficiently

2.

the GAMMA system, as implemented,
did produce fair hulls.

Further aspects of the GA.WvfA system
were also investigated,

to aid the

discussion in chapter 4.

These are

described in section 4.2.

3.6.2

Description
The basic

GAM~~

system implemented

1s capable of accepting instructions
(either from punched cards or an
interactive terminal) and executing
them to perform the following functions:
1.

Set up a database by calculating
discrete hull-curve values from
hull-curve parameters input on
cards.

2.

Produce a plot of these hull curves

3.

Calculate and store discrete values
defining a set of transverse sections

4.

Produce a plot of these transerve
sections

5.

Produce a plot of a set of water
1 i nes.

More detailed descriptions of this
GAhWA system and its data structures are
given in Appendix A,

along with code
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3.6.3

Results
The functions described in the
above section were successfully
implemented.

In summary,

the more

important results obtained were these.
1.

The yacht hull database can be set
up successfully.

Though fears were

held initially that

this might

an inordinate amount of time,
the iterative nature of
used to calculate z

take
due to

the algorithm

values~

this

did not prove to be the case.
Mean processor time required t'o setit
up was 0.7 seconds with aDZ value
of 10 for all curves,

and a further

1.1 seconds if a plot of

the hull-

curves was also required.
2.

The ancillary transverse-sections
data structure can also be set up
successfully.

With DY=1,

a very

fine spacing (producing up to 100
data values for each section) mean
processor time was 1.1 seconds,
with a further 0.9 seconds if a
plot was required.
3.

The various plots required were
produced satisfactorily.
7,

Figures

8 and 9 show plots produced for

a typical hull.

The hull curve

om
08
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plots are with a DZ spacing of
10 units.

which was found to give

acceptable resolution for visual
inspection.

The transverse

section plot is with a DY spacing
of 1 unit, which gives rpsolution
probably as good as the CALCOMP
can provide.

In fact DY=2 seems

satisfactory; DY=5 is too large.
The waterline plot is included to
show that a workable system has been
implemented; various irregularities
in the plot

(circled) are not the

fault of the plotting

proced~re

but

are due to the mathematics used,
which need some further development.
It can be seen though that a DZ
value of 10, as used here

is not

ace eptab 1 e.

4.

The system as implemented was quite
reasonable 1n its memory requirements.

With DY=l for the transverse

sections, which meant that 2K words
of storage were required for these
alone, mean main memory requirements
to run the system were less than BK
words,

including code.

This fact,

combined w i t h the fa i r 1 y 1 ow
execution times for the various
instructions, meant that memory"
integral was not high.

(For

4 0.

example,

a typical mixture of 10

instructions produced a memory
integral of ?OK word' -seconds).
5.

The use of hull curve parameters
was found to be a feasible method
of modifying a yacht hull. Appendix
D shows the effect on a yacht-hull
of modifying various hull-curve
parameters.

Altering the various

hull-curves,

by means of various

hull-curve parameters was found to
have fairly predictable effects,
though it was found that quite strict
bounds existed on some of

the~e,

beyond which a sensible hull was
not achieved.

(See Appendix E for

an example of a change that
exceeded such bounds).

Time and

money considerations prevented
further

investigation of such

factors,

but

it

is considered that

these bounds could readily be
found by experiment.
3.7

Conclusions
The above analysis and experimental
verification indicate that

the GMHvlA system

is based on a workable mathematical definition
of yacht-hull form.

Furthermor~,

the computer

model developed from this seems suitable for
the purpose of computer aided yacht design.

11 .

Further development work will need to be
carried out in this area to produce a generally
applicable system, but it is believed this
should pose no insurmountable difficulties.

12.

4.

THE DESIGNER-SYSTEtv1 INTERFACE
4.1

Introduction
It was shown in chapter III that the GAMMA
system forms a good computer model for yacht-hull
form.

The feasibility of !building a good designer-

model interface on this basic system must now be
investigated, with a view also to determining the
desired nature of such an interface.
In fact before the feasibility of constructing
a good interface can be discussed,

it will be

necessary to look both at what data designers will
want to pass to and receive back from the system,
and the feasibility of performing these desired
operations.
It has been shown above that it is not to be
considered desirable to require designers to access
the yacht-hull database in terms of the computer
mode 1.

In fact,

it would be ideal if designers

were able to use a computer aided yacht-design
system totally in terms they are used to using.
There will thus

b~

a need to provide for both

input and modification 1n terms of various hullattributes rather than hull-curve parameters, and
it therefore will be necessary to determine what
hull attributes should be used 1n this way.
This chapter will thus first analyse the
designer-system relationship to show that it can be
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considered to consist of three modes of operationinput,

output and modification.

For each of

these,

possible ways of providing the service required will
relation to
be looked at, and then considered both idwhat
designers seem to want,

and what

is feasible to

implement.

4.2

Sources of Data
To aid the following analysis.

two sources of

practical data were drawn upon - questionnaire
results and further experimental work.

4. 2. 1

The Design-Methods Questionnaire
The authors knowledge of the yacht
design process is not very deep,
furthermore

is not based on practical
A questionnaire was

ex peri enc e.
out

and

thus sent

to a number of yacht designers to learn

more about
and,

the yacht hull design process,

furthermore, to ask them what

they

thought was needed in a computer aided
design system.

In total,

about 60

questionnaires were sent out

to various

New Zealand yacht designers and 12 replies
received 1n time to be used for this report.
Of

these,

9 contained useful information.

This would be considered a
for such a questionnaire,

good percentage
and included

several very thoroughly prepared answers
from some of

the best designers.

gained are thought
significance.

The results

to be of considerable
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The questionnaire itself and a synopsis
of the replies received is given in Appendix A.
These results will be quoted in the rest of
this chapter without further acknowledgement •.

4.2.2

Experimental Work
To aid discussion later 1n this chapter,
further aspects of the GAlv1MA system were
i n v e s t i g a t e d by b u i 1 d i n g on t he bas i c GAM1IA
system described in section 3.6 above.
Points looked at and the approaches taken
to investigate these, were
1.

The feasibility of providing analytical
output from the yacht hull database.

A

procedure was implemented to produce a
curve of areas for a yacht hull.
2.

The feasibility of implementing an
algorithm to modify hull-curve parameters
i n a

s t e pw i s e,

i t era t i v e rna nne r so as to

produce a new hull satisfying some
specified constraint.

A procedure was

implemented to alter the area of a
specified transverse section to a new,
specified value by iteratively updating
one hull-curve parameter, and thus
generate a new hull satisfying this
condition.
3.

Tite feasibility of implementing the
system in an interactive form.

The

basic GAWI1!A system was structured so

45.
as to follow a receive-decode-execute
instruction cycle.
All these objectives were successfully
implemented.

Appendix B gives a detailed

description of their structure.

The

important results obtained were these:
l.

A curve of areas was produced readily.

Figure 11 gives a sample output.

Setting

up and plotting this required a mean of

0.2 seconds processor time.
2.

The procedure to modify the area of a
specified section to a new,

specified

value was particularly interesting.
This alters a hull-curve parameter .for
hull curve ten (the DC curve) 1n a
stepwise,

iterative manner to converge

on a new hull which satisfies this new
Appendix E gives some results

condition.

from this procedure.

It did perform

successfully, but it was found that if
too large a change in area was asked
for then bounds were exceeded and a
sensible hull did not result.

AI so,

the effects on the rest of the hull
did not always seem very predictable.
This though is thought to be something
that will be learnt with experience.
The important point here was that
I

it

I

(Y.:>t.:· \ t:· (

did prove

possible

a procedure.

to implement such

Processor time required

r

t
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will obviously be fairly variable
due to the iterative nature of the
procedure, but 1 second seems a
typical value.
3.

The system as implemented was
to enable it to function in an interactive
form.

Though it has not actually been

used in this way,

the low processor time

requirements mean this could be easily
done with acceptable response times.
Some processor time requirements are
given above; a typical mix of 10
instructions was found to require a
mean of 7 seconds processor time,

or a

mean value of 0.7 seconds each.

4.3

The Desi_gner-System Relationship
The likely form of a computer aided yacht
cesign system is shown in figure 10. This is a
very general analysis, but is one that can be
applied to most such interactions.

It proves

useful in further investigation, so any designersystem interaction can be seen to be in one of
three modes.
1.

Input of the original hull to the database

2.

Output of the yacht hull described by the
database

3.

Modification of the yacht-hull described by
the database.

A point that should be made here is that
consideration of this analysis of the yacht design
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process shows the impossibility of completely
automating it.

Both the initial input and later

modification require designer decisions which
characteristically and in fact essentially possess
a strongly creative element.

This is something that

cannot be performed by any system.

4.4

The Initial Input to the Computer Model
4.4.1

Possible Fowms of Input
In the concept of the yacht-design
process outlined above,

the input process

is seen as placing a first approximation
'to a yacht hull in the data-base.
This could be done by specifying hullc u r v e p a ram e t e r s d i r e c t 1 y ( a s i n t he GAMMA
system implemented) but as mentioned above
this method is not suitable for general use
(though some designers might well wish to
use it).

To enable input in another form,

another level of interface between the
designer and the yacht-hull database is
required, which will take some alternative,
'high-level' form of input, and generate
the hull-curve parameters to represent the
hull they describe.
Possible means of providing such high-level
input inc 1 ud e 1.

Digitizing either existing lines, or
rough sketches of some of the lines and
fairing the resulting points;

then

50.

translating these points onto the GAJvUviA
computer model by representing the hull
in terms of hull-curve parameters.
2.

Specifying some
attributes,

co~bination

of hull-

such as length, maximum

beam and perhaps others such as the
curve of areas (a curve of cross sectional
area versus the length of the hull).
Some insight into which attributes
designers might want to use in this way
was gained by considering aspects of their
questionnaire answers.
1.

In particular,

Input parameters designerssaid they
actually would want to use.
Response to this question was poor
(only one designer answering) and
as his answers agree with those
conclusions reached in the next two
points,

they will not be considered

further.
2.

Attributes deSigners said they
attempted to match specific values to
in the final design.

It would

obviously be useful to produce an
initial design that matched these
originally.
3.

Attributes which are specified
very early in the design process
described by designers.

51.

The design process as described by
designers usually proceeds as

in

Though it might not be

fig 12.

possible to produce a satisfactory
first

approximation from such

factors as type and speed it would
be possible to take the second group
of factors as

input.

Consideration of such factors actually
gives quite a uniform set of hull attributes
which most designers decide values for very
early in the design process,
(i.e. keep equal
throughout.

1.

to,

and then match

or seek to achieve)

These are -

The critical dimensions;

i.e.

length,

maximum beam and maximum draft.
2.

Displacement of

the hull

3.

The curve of areas

4.

In several cases,

various hydrostatic

properties such as centre of resistance.
4.4.2

Discussion of

Input Methods

Obviously it

is desirable to develop an

input method which will be generally useful.

As a uniform set of hull attributes has been
found to be used by most designers

to decide

on the basic form of a yacht hull,

this

might

suggest

that an input method based on

these would be useful.
believed to be the case.

This is not however
The set of common
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attributes developed 1n section 4.1.1

(and

in fact any arbitrary set such as those) will
not completely define a yacht hull.

Though a

yacht hull can be produced to satisfy this
set of attributes - that is, values for the
hull-curve parameters chosen to satisfy
them - not all the hull-curve parameters
will be uniquely specified by this set of
attributes,

For example,

the maximum draft

will be specified, but the draft at other
This must be either

points may not be.

derived indirectly from perhaps the curve
of areas,

or more probably predefined values

used for the appropriate hull-curve parameters
In order to ensure the result is a
sensible looking hull,

these predefined

values must be chosen so as to be consistent.
They thus effectively form a
As this

1

stock model

1

'stock model'.

would not necessarily

reflect a designers objectives in a
particular design,

there is little to choose

between this situation and one where the
designer started with the 'stocl< model' and
then altered it .to conform to his initial
constraints, using modification commands.
Thus unless a more powerful method of
providing the initial description can be
'~ ,.,.. :
~esi~rled

such an input method does not

appear to be satisfactory,

as it is

considered that the designer has insufficient
control over the input shape.

54.

There seems to be more potential

in

systems which allow the designer to present
his first

approximation of a design to the

yacht design system in terms of shapes.
Yacht design can be seen as a process of
creating shapes and thus

this might seem a

more natural method of man-machine
communication.

This point of view is borne

out by designers themselves

-

those designers

who answered the question on input methods
favoured

this approach.

possible

metho~·for

In particular,

two

providing such input

were proposed by designers.
1.

Digitising rough sketches of profiles
and some other lines,

and producing a

yacht-hull from these.

This would be

done by generating hull-curve parameters
to satisfy them,
fairing and

after a process of

interpolation.

Such a

system would be useful for providing
the first approximation to a new design,
especially as most designers say they
draw such rough sketches when first
conceiving of a design.

Furthermore,

it should not be hard to implement.
Lines and fairing systems have been
developed extensively and successfully,
and the subsequent mapping of faired
lines

to hull-curve parameters should

present no problems.

In fact

as hull-

55.
curves are representations of hull
~hape,

such a mapping is more natural

than the equivalent mapping from hull
attributes.

Though some hull-curve

parameters will still need to be
supplied by the

system~

input by shapes

would be expected to contain more data
and hence require this to a lesser
extent.
2.

Fetching designs from a library of
previous designs,

and using this as

the starting point for further work.
This approach would be valuable for
t he e s t a b 1 i shed d e s i g n e r w i t h many o 1 d
designs to work from.

Apart from

initially converting the old

des~gns

to

computer model form (which could be done
by digitising the whole set of lines and
mapping these to hull-curve parameters),
the only area of concern with this
second method would be memory management.
Considering the small size of the databases concerned,
4.4.3

this would be trivial.

Conclusions
It is thus believed that

the input

method most favoured by designers and
probably the most useful as well, would be
one based on pictorial input rather than
a set of initial conditions.

Furthermore,

it is considered than an interface could
easily be built on the

GA~~A

system to

provide this form of input facility.
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4.5

Output from the Computer Model
Output from a compute~ iided geometric design
system such as the GA11MA

y<;~.cht

design system can

be considered to be of three types
1.

(cf figure 10).

Picture Output - to represe,nt the hull.
This consists of sets of lines,

and perhaps

three dimensional projections.
2•

An a l y t i c a 1 Ou t put - t o c h a r a c t e r i z e t he h u 11.
This consists of various calculated hull
attributes.

3.

Final Data Output - to describe the hull.
This consists of offsets and other building
data.

A complete system must produce all three.
Each area will be considered in turn,

to see if

they can all be provided from the GAMMA system.
4 •5• 1•

Pic t u r e Output

A. computer aided yacht design system
must be able to produce sets of lines,

as

these are the universally established method
of presenting yacht designs.
been demonstrated that the

It has already

GAM1v~A

system can

readily produce sets of lines economically,
as described in section 3.6.

Furthermore

control of scale and even a windowing
facility could easily be provided as the
GM!MA system can readily calculate hull
values to any level of detail.
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One designer suggested that as an
aid to hull modification,

a provision for

"display of the lines drawings in a three
dimensional characteristic capable of
being controlled as to angle of view" would
be most useful.

This could be one of the

most exciting ways of implementing computer
aided yacht design,

in an interactive

environment, but is perhaps not a suitable
initial objective.

This will be looked at

later in more detail when the physical
aspects of the interface are considered.
Considerable literature exists on the
subject and it has been provided successfully
for such applications as ships and aircraft,
so it should be possible to provide such a
f ac i 1 i t y.

4.5.2

Analytical

·Ou~

This is the calculation and output
of values for various hull-attributes.
For example,

the curve of areas produced

by the GAMMA system impl em en ted at present,
as described in section 4.2.2.
What analytical output will be
required depends first of all on what
designers will use in their design process.
But as one designer pointed out,

there will

be a demand for almost anything that can be
produced.

In fact he considers the ability
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of

the computer to give designers detailed

analyses of their yacht hulls, which up
until now have only been partially available,
to·/bcfne of its biggest' advantages,

He

mentions stability calculations and
engineering data to help hull structure
design as likely fields for such development.
What would be needed initially though
would be the more mundane attributes such as
displacement, and centre of buoyancy.
These can all be calculated readily from the
GAMMA computer model as it is based on a
geometric framework

(evidence the ease with

which the curve of areas was produced ·as
described in section 4.2.2).
On a higher level,

algorithms exist

for evaluating many stability and similar
calculations and in fact have been used on
computers in New Zealand.

Overseas both

these calculations and quite complex
computer simulation work have been done
with ships and thus no doubt can be done
with yachts.
No difficulties are therefore
anticipated in this field.

The only limit

to the scope of the analytical results that
could feasibly be produced is likely to be
the time required to write the software;
and,

in an interactive environment,

response

time considerations for the more complex
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calculations.

For example,

complex

dynamic simulations designed to determine
the behaviour of a hull in a seaway could
probably only be performed in a batch
environment.

4.5.3

Data Output
Though a separate logical section,

the

output required here is basically a
combination of that required in the first
two sections.

Data output is the description

of the final design, and typically consists
of 1.

Tables of offsets for the builder·these are values taken from the sets
of lines already produced.

2.

Calculations such as
ratings

stabilities~and

which might be needed for

legal or other purposes.
Neither of these present any problems,
as they would all be calculated at other
times in the design process.

Furthermore,

as they are produced only once time
considerations are not so important.

4.5.4

Conclusions
No difficulty is anticipated in handling
the basic output required by a designer.
Some complex analytical work may not be
suitable for an interactive environment,
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otherwise it is expected all output could
readily be produced in real-time.
Three dimensional hull projections
would indeed be a useful visualization

~id,

in the right environment.

4.6

Modification of the Computer Model
Initial input to the yacht-hull database is
only a first approximation,
require further,

and is very likely to

repeated modification.

Thus the

modification algorithms developed (and the pictorial
and analytical feedback routines on which basis
only modification will be judged) are likely to be
executed far more

~[ten

than any other routine, and

so it is important that they can be developed
efficiently.
4.6.1

Possible forms of modification_algorithms
1.

To alter hull-attributcs:for exwnple,
"change area of section
units

2.

to 1000 units

10 from 1200

II

To input new shapes for particular
lines: for example "alter section

10

to this shape ..• "
3.
4.6.2

To alter hull-curve parameters directly.

Discussion of Possible Algorithms
Direct control of hull-curve parameters
could perhaps be the most powerful method,
but as discussed above 1s not considered
generally acceptable.
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In considering the second two possibilities
the following points can be made 1.

It is known that successful shape
changing algorithms have been

im~lemented

with flexible whole-curve systems.
Though these are perhaps in applications
of lesser complexity (e.g. Lockheeds
aircraft fuselages) it is nevertheless
expected that no insurmountable problems
would be met in implementing such
algorithms with the GAMJ\fA system.

2.

Difficulties are foreseen in developing
good algorithms for hull-attributemodifying applications.

For ex amp l.e,

the modification of an area of a
particular section,

In particular,

this

could be achieved by altering any one of
s~veral

hull-curve parameters in any one

of several hull-curves, or,
any combination of these,

in theory,
However if

the designer 'is not to be involved with
this lower level then the choice of
paramete:r{s) to be changed must be
built into the system, meaning that
the designer does not have ultimate
control of the shape produced.

This

problem can perhaps be overcome to an
extent with experience.
3,

If some such algorithms could be
developed,

then it is considered that

no difficulty would be experienced in
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implementing them.

This conclusion is

based on experimental evidence,. for as
outlined in section 4.2.2 a modification
routine of the first

type has been

successfully implemented.

Though simple,

it is based on the same iterative
algorithm that would be used for any
such system,
4.

As mentioned in the discussion of input
methods above,

it is felt

that an

essential compbnent of a computer aided
yacht design system would be the ability
to place constraints on certain hull
properties and have these maintained
throughout.

These constraints are

basically modification commands and,
attribute-changing commands,

like

their method

of application could unfortunately be
hard to determine in some cases.

For

example, while fixing the critical
dimensions is easily done by hull-curve
parameters,

fixing the curve of areas

would not be so easy,

One approach could

be to scale any section after modifying
it to give a mathematically similar
figure of the correct area.
5.

Unfortunately feedback from designers on
the topic of hull-modification methods
was not considerable.

One designer did

say that he believed it essential for
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a good computer aided yacht design
system that

the designer have the ability

to''rapidly change shaPe" .

He felt

that

the designer must be able to modify
shapes very easily,
a

local manner.

and furthermore in

This points towards

shape-modification routines as being
the more desirable.

6.

A possibility not mentioned above is
implementing commands to optimise,
ex amp 1 e ,

t he s peed o f

a h u 1 1.

for

Di f f i c u 1 t y

is anticipated by some designers in
"weighting the conflicting factors"
when doing this

(for example, what

deviation from the present curve of
areas is acceptable in order to produce
the fastest hull),

but

if

a

constraint

system such as is mentioned is used this
would not pose a problem.
7.

Other designers anticipate difficulties
in providing a modification system .of
sufficient scope to meet most designers
needs,

or even one designers needs.

One

points out that his approach is being
"continually" modified in some areas.
It is considered that though this would
certainly be a problem with attribute
changing routines,

shape changing routine~

should be more generally applicable.
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4.6.3

Conclusions
The above discussion is very tentative,
and it

is thought

that more experimental work

needs to be done and more learnt about

the

possibilities of drawbacks of various systems
before definite conclusions can be reached.
However it

is believed that modification

commands of the following types will be
both desirable and feasible.

1.

Shape-modifying commands of various
kinds.

An extensive variety of these

would be required,
to be the most
the most

as

they are thought

important.

They are also

likely way of creating a

generally applicable system.
2.

Commands to apply constraints to,
fix,

certain hull-attributes.

or

These

are also considered very important.
3.

If

it

proves feasible,

at

least some

hull-attribute modifying corrunands;
these are not considered to be as
essential,

however.

5.

A DIRECTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Previous chapters have outlined desirable features
for a computer aided yacht design system.

However,

considerations both of the physical nature of the
designer-system interface and the commercial viability
of such a system have been deliberately avoided.

.

This

chapter considers both these points to gain further
insight

into what direction further developmental work

with the GAlvlMA system should take.
Two proposals for possible computer aided yacht
design systems are hence considered.
5.1

An Interactive System

5. 1. 1

The Need For an Interactive System
It

is

belie~ed

that an interactive

rather than batch mode of operation is

the

ideal for a computer aided yacht design
system.

This point of view is supported by

several of the more advanced designers,

who

consider an interactive system essential.
Furthermore the yacht design process meets
several clear criteria for an interactive
application:
1.

The designers

interaction in the design

process is valuable.

Consideration of

the yacht design process

in previous

sections has shown this to be the case.
Especially if

the designer is performing

innovative work,
rule,

or designing to a

rati~g

extensive and patient manipulation
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of a yacht hull may be required,

in

which case an interactive designer-system
interface is essential.
2.

Response time from a computer aided
yacht design system should be short
enough to make an interactive application
feasible.

Timing results gained from the

basic GAivflvfA system implemented,
sect ion 3. 6. 3,
3.

given 1n

seem to indicate t hi s.

The designer should be capable of making
on the spot decisions quickly enough to
make an interactive application worthwhile.
It is believed that
case,

this would be the

conditiona.l on the necessary visual

and analytical feedback data being
available within the bounds of an interactive system.

5.1.2

The User-System Interface Required
An interactive system must above all be
flexible,

in that the designer should not be

limited in what he can do with the system.
It is hence considered that all the features
developed in chapter 4 would need to be
implemented,

as otherwise the designer-user

will become frustrated with the system.
t he same reason,

5.1.3

For

i t mu s t b e very easy t o us e •

Further Desirable Features
When originally defining CAD,

the point

was made that a true CAD system covers the
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whole design process and0 ).s several designers
pointed out,

producing the yacht-hull lines

is only one part of a yacht design, and not
the most time-consuming or boring.

"The

drudgery part is the construction drawings
and details" said one.

What

part of ship design systems,

is an essential
and is hence

suggested for a yacht-design system,

is a

system for fitting an interior design into
a lines drawing.

An interactive interface

would be essential for this.

Further features

of this sort would enable information related
to design of components,

structure and interior

to be stored and manipulated,

and hence

construction drawings produced.
Extending a CAD system to encompass these
features would complicate it.

However it does

seem to be something which designers want and
probably even more than computer aided hull
design.

Furthermore it is a general rule with

CAD that the greater the proportion of the
design process computerised,

the greater the

benefits.

5.1.4

Physical System Required
1.

The minimal requirements for a stand alone
computer aided design system are considered
to be I.

A 16 bit minicomputer, with at least
32K words of memory,

as fairly
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involved computation is involved.
2.

A floppy disc system.

Sqme form of

mass storage is needed,

to hold the

many analytical programs required.
3.

An 11

inch drum plotter.

Hard copy

of at least the sets of lines produced
is essential, and this sort of plotter
is thought the minimum size suitable.
4.

A teletype.

Both for communication

with the computer and hard
alphanumeric copy.

5.

A storage tube would be very useful,
and in fact

a

strong case could be

made for this being essential.
Plotter output would seem to be
rather too slow to allow a truly
interactive application.

(It was

found that plotting a set of
transverse Rection took about 10
minutes on an CALC011P drum plotter).
Cost of such a system would be around
$30 -35,000,

or about $1,000 rental per month.

If they proved powerful enough,

the new

Tektronix 4050 series configured with a
plotter might offer a suitable configuration
of around $25,000.
2.

For a full scale system which involves
three dimensional

rotation~

computerization of the
process,

yac~

and full
design

considerably more equipment
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would be needed,

as

large databases and

considerably more code are involved.
particular,

In

the following would be

required.
1.

A refresh rather than storage type
display tube,

to allow for dynamic

graphics
2.

A cartridge disc rather than a floppy
disc system,

to cope with large

databases
3.

At

least a 30 inch plotter of high

precision,

to produce construction

drawings
4.

A more powerful processor,

or at

least more main memory.
The cost of such an extended system
would probably reach $80,000 or about
$2,000 rental per month.

5.1.5

Viability of System
Equipment costs for a good yacht design
system are high.

Due to the specialised

graphic devices which are,essential for such
a system,

it is estimated that a complete

system could cost about $80,000,

and even a

minimal system (with,4t must be remembered,
correspondn~y

smaller returns) about $30,000.

As an interactive system must really be a
dedicated system (that

is,

the systems desc-

ribed above are not ones that can really be
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shared) this represents a large capital
investment for the individual designer.
Furthermcire,

considerable software development

would have to be undertaken before a usable
interactive system could be made available and
thus software costs would be significant,
though hard to estimate at this stage.
Computer aided design systems developed
for ships and aircraft have been developed by
large companies with contracts measured in
millions of dollars.
the other hand,

The yacht designer,

on

is an individual with contracts

measured in hundreds or perhaps thousands of
dollars.

Thus though overseas yacht designers

may have the volume of business to
do so,

it is the authors

opinio~

b~

able to

that the cost

of developing and implementing a full-scale
interactive, dedicated computer aided yacht
design system would be prohibitive for New
Zealand yacht designers.

5.2

An Alternative - CAD v1a a Batch System
An interactive computer aided )acht-hull design
system,

extended to provide for the total yacht

design process,

is seen to be the ideal.

However

it is doubted that the capital investment necessary
to develop such a system and to implement it once
developed can be found in New Zealand,

It is thus

suggested that the immediate aim should be the
development of a more limited system, which c·ould
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be developed towards the ideal system as demand
warrants.
Advantages of this approach are that 1.

Development costs can be spread out

2.

The system will be productive sooner

3•

B y k e e pi n g u 1 t i rna t e a i ms i n m i n d , t he
system can be developed towards these aims
in the most efficient and effective way in
the light of practical experience.

4.

The danger of ending up with a system that
no-one wants is minimised,

as system-development

will be done working with yacht designers.
(The danger of developing a system from scratch
is that what yacht designers think they want
may not be what they really need).

5.

Though the main hardware cost

associated with

a stand-alone computer aided yacht design system
;:i-s

graphics equipment,

cheape~

which is unlikely to get

total hardware costs are not going to

rise and experience gained from initial work
may enable a

~heaper

system to be selected when

the time comes to buy it.
A proposal for a more limited, batch-style
system is thus now considered.

This would involve

the designer passing his requirements to a programmerconsultant experienced in the use of the GAMMA system.
He would produce a number of hull-lines based on the
designers needs and hopefully one of these would
satisfy them.
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Such a system has several advantages
1.

-

The consultant could work directly in terms
of hull curve parameters,

as he would know

Thus many interface problems

the system.

discussed in chapter 4 could be avoided.
2.

The consultant,

if working in batch mode,

would require little capital
Furthermore,

the capital

investment.

investment

involved

would effectively be shared among many
designers.
3.

Much would be learnt
what

is needed in CAD,

developed further
4.

from this approach abofit

1n a

and hence the system
natural manner.

This initial system would be
set up,

1.

v~ry

simple to

because -

Very little interface is required.
of what

.Much

is needed has already been provided;

only more analytical facilities are required.
2.

It doesn't need to be foolproof,

be

the advantages of CAD would

not be realised by such a system,
too innovative designer,
produced quickly,

fact

to know a
that

it can

'nursed' by the programmer,

Of course many of

got

as

but,

for a not

good designs could be

especially once the consultant

particular designers style.

The

these designers would not need to use a

computer would be a considerable advantage for many.

7 3.

5.3

Conclusions:
It

Initial Development Goals

is concluded above that

initially at

least

work should concentrate on developing a batchorientated system.

Initial work on the GAMMA system

has been done in ALGOL on a relatively large B6700
computer.

Though presumably a batch system as

outlined in the previous section could be run in
this way,

further consideration should nevertheless

be given to the likely eventual form of an
system' before continuing this
For example,

if it

'ideal

line of development.

is decided to eventually aim for

a mini-computer based system then ALGOL is perhaps
not a sui.table programming language to use.
1.

Initial development goals should be To produce and code algorithms to 1.
Produce those lines not already produced
2.

Produce such analytical results as are
though necessary

2.

To develop further

the mathematical model

when and if this proves necessary.
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6•

CONCLUSION
This report has outlined investigations into the
feasibility of developing a computer aided yacht design
system.

In particular,

the following conclusions have

been reached.
Desirability
1.

There is considerable potential for the application
of computer aided design techniques to the yacht
design process.

Construction:
2.

A workable computer model for yacht hull form, and a
good interface between the designer and this model, are
essential components for a computer aided yacht hull
design system.

The latter should include facilities

for inputting, modifying and outputting a yacht hull.
The GAMJvfA System
3.

The GAJv!MA system provides a good computer model on
which to base a computer aided yacht design system
and though further mathematical development is needed,
this should present few problems.

4.

A good designer-system interface can be built on the
GM:fiv!A S y s t em

5.

The G.AM1v1A system thus provides a suitable basis for
a computer aided yacht design system.

Feasibility

6.

It therefore appears to be feasible to implement a
computer aided yacht design system.

Future Development
7.

An interactive designer-system interface is considered
the ideal.

Furthermore,

a complete system should

include facilities for interactive structural design.
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8.

Such an ideal and complete CAD system is probably
prohibitively expensive,

and thus not suitable for

immediate development.

9.

The immediate development goal

should be a batch

orientated system for running in a bureau fashion.
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APPENDIX A - THE DEE:IGN ldE:THODS QUEE:TIONNA~

As outlined in section 4.2.1 above,
was sent out

to a

total of 62 yacht designers and other

interested persons
of

a questionnaire

(the names being obtained from a

list

'yacht designers' published in Sea Spray magazine).

From these,

12 replies were received of which 9 were

considered to be of value for this report.
The answers received were analysed in depth in order
to find common patterns.
received was not

large.

were also looked for.

Also,

individual points of interest
The total volume of replies was

too extensive to include here,
of them,

b~sed

as the number of replies

and therefore only a summary

on this analysis,

will be given.

This summary is organised under a number of simple
headings:
1.

Input parameters thought desirable.
Two types of replies were received to this question.
1.

Several suggest that
original
lines,

2.

perhaps the best form of

input would be digitizing either rough

or· lines of previously developed boats.

Suggestions that

input come from a

old designs come

into this category.

One designer gave a

list of

library of

things he would like

to specify - for example - critical dimensions
and the curve.of areas.
2.

Hull-attributes designers attempt

to match in design

process.
1.

Almost all

try to

p~oduce

a hull to match a curve

of areas decided quite early in the design process
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2.

Almost all fix the hull displacement very early on,

3.

Critical dimensions are fixed very early in all
cases.

4.

Some designers mention matching various hydrostatics.

5.

Several designers talk of aiming for an over-riding
general quality in any hull - for example,

this might

be optimum speed or optimum capacity - to which other
factors are subservient.
3.

Output thought useful
1.

All designers asked for various stability and hydrostatic data.

2.

One suggested that in an interactive environment
three dimensional displays capable of rotation wou'ld
be very useful.

4.

Additional features
1.

thoug_ht desirable

Three of the best replies mention that a considerable
amount of yacht design time is spent on such factors
as interior structure and construction details.

If a

system to create these 1n an interactive mode could
be developed,
5.

they say,

it would be very useful.

Designer-system interface
1.

Several designers consider an interactive mode to
be essential

6.

Difficulties foreseen in system implementation
1.

Several foresee difficulties in representing the more
esoteric factors of yacht design mathematically
-Weighting conflicting factors in optimising situations
- Developing a good interface,

that is one where man

and machine "speak the same language".
- Deciding on input systems
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2.

Coping with deliberate unfairness

3.

Developing procedures of sufficient scope and
generality.

4.

Representing fine detail whilst
workable system.

maintaini~g

a

DESIGN METHODS QUESTIONNAIRE
(read all questions before answering the first one)

1. (a)

Assuming that you are developing a completely new design
and not merely stretching or slightly modifying an existing
hull, list in chronological sequence the steps by which
you develop on paper.a drawing of the rough, skeletal, or
general shape of the hull you are conceiving. Give as much
detail in your answer as you have patience for.

1. (b)

How many working hours does this process take1

2. (a)

Given the skeletal shape of the hull, list in sequence the
steps by which you produce a fair set of lines.

2. (b)

How many working hours does this process take?

3.

If your replies to the questions above do not already do so,
and if this question is relevant to the way you design,
describe how you use the prismatic (or related) coefficient(s)
and the curve of areas in producing your set of lines.

4.

Do you attempt to optimise (i.e. strive to obtain a prespecified value) for any particular qualities in your set
of lines; and if so, how?

5.

What basic parameters (i.e. dimensions, angles, curvatures,
areas etc.) would you like to have at your command as input
data to control the shape of the hull if you were using a
computer to calculate the co-ordinates of a set of lines?

6.

Apart from aid in the production of lines drawings, how else
would you like to see a computer used in yacht design?

7.

What particular technical difficulties do you forsee in tlie
use of computers to aid yacht design?
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APPE!\TD IX B - THE IMPLEMENTAT ION OF THE GA1111A SYSTEM
This appendix describes in detail the basic GAMMA
system implemented in ALGOL on the University of Canterbury's
B6700 computer.

It does not purport to be a complete

documentation of this system, as it is not considered
necessary to provide such documentation.
Code listings are attached.

The rationale for this

experimental work, and the results obtained, are detailed
in section 3. 6.
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1.

Notes on this

Implementation of the GAJvf1!A System

38 segments are used In all
hull curves.

For each of these,

to represent

the 15

9 values are specified -

the 7 hull-curve parameters mentioned above,

a measure of

the spacing at which discrete hull-curve values are to be
calculated

(DZ) and a scale factor for plotted output

(DF).

The yacht-hull
arbitrary 400 units
important,

but

is assumed for all purposes to be an
long.

The actual unit

is not

for graphical output purposes

is

taken

to be millimetres.
The systems of axes used are illustrated in figure A.

2.

Basic Structure of System
The

GAM~~

system implemented accepts instructions

a simple format

In

(which can come from either cards or an

interactive terminal) and executes these to perform the
following functions:
1.

Set up the database by calculating discrete values
for hull curves from hull-curve parameters read from
cards.

2.

Produce a plot of these hull-curves

3.

Calculate and store discrete values defining a set
of transverse-sections.

4.

Produce a plot of these transverse sections

5.

Produce a plot of the water lines

6.

Produce and plot a curve of areas

7.

By iteratively updating one of
parameters,

alter the area of a particular section

to a new value,
mirror this.

two hull-curve

and update the rest of

the hull

to
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The basic structure of the program is shown in
figure B.

Note that certain system-parameters are read

in at an early stage.

Their actual meaning is described

on the attached program listing,

but

they enable the user

to control such features as spacing at which sections are
to be calculated,

and thus also allow the system to

declare its data-structures efficiently.
A detailed command syntax and semantics for the
system is given in figure C.

3.

Data Structures for the Yacht-Hull database
The designing of an efficient database was obviously
very important,

and was considered carefully.

of data-structures for CAD systems
there is extensive literature
but
that

few real conclusions.

The design

is a subject on which

(for example,

see

[6) ),

It is believed by the author

the problem is very much application dependent.

The real problem in this application was not so much
how to structure the data-base,

but what data to include

and maintain in it.
The three main data structures created and maintained
by this

implementation of

~arious

other data structures are described 6n

1.

the GA1vl1\lA system will be described.
t~e.~isting

Hull-curve parameters are stored in the array ARRAY!

[ 1 :9,

1 : 38]

Each column corresponds to one curve segment,

and

contains entries for
1.

The seven hull-curve parameters which define
that curve segment

2.

ADZ value,

which specifies the spacing at which
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hull-curve values are to be calculated for
that curve segment.
3.

A DF value, which is a factor by which the
hull-curve segment

is scaled for graphical

output.
As there are 38 curve segments in all,

this array

has 38 columns.
2.

Hull-curve values,

once calculated,

the array ARRAY2 [ 1 : 15,

1 :80

+

are stored in

NUMPOIT\TTS] • NUMPOINTS

is the maximum number of hull-curve values that must
be calculated and stored for any hull-curve.

Each

row of ARRAY2 specifies one hull-curve by giving
the P

valu~s

calculated for it

in steps of DZ,

in the case of geometric curves,

the Z

calculated with the same step size.

and,

values

To enable P and

Z values for a particular curve segment

to be accessed,

the number of P and Z values entered for each curve
segment

1s also recorded.

segment endpoints may not
calculated for

Furthermore,
b~

as curve

multiples of DZ,

values

these endpoints are also recorded.

The actual structure of this array is

illustr~ted

1n figure D.
3.

Transverse Section values are stored in the array
SEX:TI ONS [ 0: NUMPOINTS,
calculated.

0: l\T(JMPOINTS2

+ 2], one e

Data describing the transverse sections

is useful for performing later analysis and calculation
(for example,

producing the waterline curves and the

curve of areas).

It can hence be regarded as an

ancillary part of the yacht-hull data base.
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Each row of the array SECTIONS contains data
describing a particular transverse section,
exact

4.

The

format of a row is illustrated in figure E.

Description of Program
The program is designed in a modular fashion.
The procedures written can be considered as being in
four groups;

the function of each will be briefly

described.

1.

Routines to find discrete values for hullcurves and store these in ARRAY2,
these hull curves if desired.

and to plot

The basic

structure of this part of the program is
illustrated in figure F.
Thus procedure SETUPARRAY fills ARRAY2
with discrete values for all hull-curves as
specified by the hull-curve parameters
presently in ARRAYl.

Alternatively,

one row of ARRAY2 can be set up,
procedure FILLARHAY for
concerned.

This

just

by calling

the hull-curve

is useful when only a

few

hull-curve parameters have been modified.

as

the whole of ARRAY2 need not be recalculated.

2.

Procedures to calculate discrete values
for a set of transverse sections from the
hull-curve values stored in ARRA¥'2,
these in SECTIONS for
the sections produced,
structure of

later use,

and to plot

if so desired.

this part of

illustrated in figure G.

to store

The

the program 1s

85.

SETUPSECTIONS fills up SECTIONS,

and

plots the section produced if desired.
Alternatively,

SETUPSECTION,will set up just

one row of SECTIONS,

and PLOfSECTJON wi 11

plot a section set up previously.
3.

Procedures to plot a set of waterlines.

From

values in AHRAY2 and SECTIO!'\S discrete points
can be calculated and hence a plot made for a
set of waterline curves.
4.

Procedures to:

1.

Find the immersed area of
each transverse section
(FINDAREA) and store these
va 1 ues

2.

(FILLCURVEDAREAS).

Plot a curve of areas from
these values

3.

(PLOfAREAS)

Iteratively alter the hull
to change the area qf a
specified section to a new,
specified value

The structure of

(CHANGEAREA).

the procedure CHf,]\TGE/,HEA is

illustrated in figure H.

This procedure changes the

area of a specified section to a new,

specified value

by altering the value of certain hull-curve parameters
for hull-curve ten (the DC curve)
iterative manner until

in a stepwise,

the desired area is achieved

(to within a specified tolerance).

Hull-curve ten

is then recomputed with the new hull-curve parameters
to give a modified yacht-hull which satisfies this
new condition.

The user has a

limited choice as to

86.

which hull-curve parameter is altered to produce
the new hull - either the TL or the ZV or ZL value
is altered for hull-curve ten.

87.
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Y AC H T 0 E S I G NS Y S T E M
= =

=

=

=

==

%
·~

%

THE

f0LL0~'JI··~G

PkOGHAH

FURI'15

ThE BASIS FOR A

% SlMPL~ CvM~Ul~R AIOEU YAC~T-HULL DESiGN ~YSTEM.
% THIS ~YSlEM lNTERPREfS & EXECUTES COM~ANUS TO

A>
C)

8)

~t..T UP A )'ACHT-HULL DATAt3ASE
~LOT THE
DEFINING CURVES'
~LOT fkANSVEkS~-SECTIONS FOR

THE HULL
FOk THE HULL
E) t~OT A CURVE Of AR~AS FOR THE HULL
F) ~~RFv~M ~lMPLE MODifiCATIONS TO THE HULL

0)

%

HLOT

% FIRSl. WE

~ATc~LINES

~INU

$

IN THE PLOTTER ROUTINES
INCLUDE ' 1PL UTA/EX TLDECLSII}-1

$

Ji~CLUDE

$

INCUJDt: 13-14
IHCLUOE 22-cJ

%

'fi

2-10

~
%

OECLAr;Hd IOroJS OF VARIABLES ETC USED IN lHt. PROGkAH
% FOLLOW
{J
% NOit:OUfP lS DEFINED htRE AS A PRINTER FILE.
%
THIS ~YSTEM CAN ALSO 8~ USED FROM AN INTERACT!V~
~
TtkMIMAL, IN WHICH CASE THIS WOULU bE DEFINED A
1 ktMOic 1 FILE.
~
~
SlMIL~I-IRLY FOR VOU , WHICH IS AN INPUT FILE.
~
CAkU 1S USED fOR CARD INPUT TO THe UATA-HASc OF bULL-CURVE
%
PAHAMelERS. ~p & LINE CAN AE_US~U AS TRACE fiLES.
FILE UUTi-' (Kli'JU=PRINTi:.R), VDU CKIND=READEk);
FILE CAkDCKINO=~EADER);
FILE LPCK!No=PRINTER),

LINECKIND=PRINTER>;

% PLOIUPPi:.RCI> IS TRUE IF HULL-CURVE I IS TO t3E PLOTlED ON
%THE UPPeR SeT OF AXES IN THE HULL-CURVE PLOT.
t300LcAN VALU~ _ARRAY ~LOTUPPERCFALSt,TRUEtTRUE,FALSctTRUE,FALSt,
~ALSt,TRUt

9 TkU~.FALSE.FALSE.FALSt,FALS£,FALSE,FALSE);

VALUr:: ARkAY
~ ThESE ARE LA8tLS FOR THE VARIOUS PLUTS
LAbtLl("PLOT: 11 , 11 hULL-C 11 , 11 URVE V11 t 11 ALUES
11 ) •
LAtsEL2("P
LAbtLJ \ ''Z
II) 9
LAtRL4l 11 CURVE "•"OF ARE 11 , 11 AS
")'
LAoeLS.l"ARt:A 11 )9
LAoC:L6( 11 (SQ
")•
LAtRL 7 ( ~·/ATt::kL .. 'II INE CU"' "RVES II) 9
11 )9
LA!JtLd{"X
11

11 t 11

VS. LE 11 , 11 NGlH

"),
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L Ad E. L 1.)

( II

TKAI'll s v II

LAbt.L1U(uy

9 II

Ef-< s E

u)

9

s II ' II E c T I uNII ., I I s

II ) •

LAbt.L1.l("UNITS)u),
~ H0LL-LJRVE I HAS NUMOFSEGS (!) SEGME.NTS
NUMOFS~GS(5,3

9 4,J(2) 9 J 9 2,3,2,3,4,3(2J),

~

ANO Il 1 S FIRST SEGMENT IS SEGMENTH(COUNTVALUE<I>>
COJNTVALUE(l'6'9'12•14•l6,18,2U,22'24,2b,29,3J,35,37)•
XA~IS(u,0,400),
% UEFINES AXES FOR HULL-CUkVE.
YAAlS(.lcO,O,u),
%PLOT ETC
XAAlS2l-lOO,o,u.O,!OO), ~AND THESE UEFINE AXES FOR
YAid S2 ( 0 , 0 ' 1 c 0 , 0 ' 0 ) , ·~ P L0 T 0 f TRAi''l SVEt-< S E SECT 1 0 t~ S
~ NUMBEK ARE USEU ro LAdEL TRANSVER~E SECTIONS
11 , 11 40
11 t 11 JO
.. , ..11 so
1'-JUi"it!t:R::>("O
11,1110
u,uzo
11 9 11 80
11 60
11 9 11 70
"'"90
"•"100
"•
1!0
11 11
11 120
11 9 11 130
"•"llU
''•"140
..., 11 150
9
160
11 11
"'"2JO
- 11 lt30
"'"190
"•"200
t ~10
•
2£::0
11 11
11 240
11 9 11 250
"•"2':10
"•"260
•
270
"'''280
11
11
..
, .. 3~0
11 300
11 t ..HO
"•"320
"•"330
•"340
11
11

II

36 0

II 9 II

J 70

II 9 II

3 f3 0

11

U~." 3 9 0

II 9

4 0Q

II) 9

ARRA l .
_, .
% hKRAY 1 ~UNTAINS THE hULL-CURVE PARAMETERS FOR EACH OF THt:
% Ja SEGMENf~-ONE SET PE.R COLUMN • .
AR~AYlll:9t!:38),
ABLO:oJ,
% UStD fUR TEMPORARY hANULING OF LABtLS
IC~PTlLO:ISJ, % PROC~OURE 1 INTERCEPTS 1 PLACES VALUES IN THeSE•
1CtPT2lu:lSJ; %AS OESCRI8ED BELOW
REAL
TH~~PL'
% fO HOLO PL fOR THE CURReNT SEGMENT
T~1·~ZL1
% OITTO FOR ZL
TH1~TL'
% ~NO TL•
HHSJ,
% J,
THlSpy, % PV,
fH~:>ZV'

nu~uz,
T H J. ~ MV ,

%
%
%
%
%

ZV,

uz.,

i"l V ,

THl::,oF'
LJf,
Hq .:>tvll'
I"IL'
THiSDY, % 0EFINED HELO~
MAA~EPIH,% UEFINtD ~ELUW
lEi•lt-i,
% A TEMPORARY VARIABLE
MA~'
% USED LOCALLY IN PLOTWATcRLINES.
AR~l,
~ fHESE ARE USED
~Rvc,
% TO HOLO ThE
~RuJ,
% UP TO fiVE
ARuq,
% ARGUMENTS
OF AN
1 INSTRUCTION 1 •
ARu::>,
%
A,
% bOTH
PURELY
L• .
% 1 TEMPURARY 1 VARIABLES.
i~U1·1COPY' ){: USE() WHEN MOVING VALUES AROUNU IN F fLLARRA Y.
ST~Pp,
%STEP-SIZE FUR OPTIMISING PROCEDURE CHANGEAREA'·
IN:P TRUC TId:~'% HOLDS I INSTRUCT I ON-NUMBE~ 1 •
UU~COUNf,% INDExES INTO ARRAYl USED BY CHANGEAREAj SEG
UU~PAR'
% NO & PARAMETER NO RESPEGTIVtLY.
AR~A,
% uSED fO HOLD THt AREA Or A ~-SECTION
EX~'
% IN X-COMPUTE CALCULATIONS, WE DETERMINE THESE
COIH
'*\ AT VARIOUS POINTS
.
f<l IH •
'f: vvE CALL X. COMPUTE TO 'CALCULATE FROtv1 1"1 IN UP'.
TOL~RANCE,~ DEFINED BELOW
M,
% fOUND IN OUR 'Z-COMPUTE 1 ANU 1 RCOMPUTE 1 CALC.
t'lt>~ ;'I ,
~ USE 0 T0 H0 L0 NEW M I N ThE I TERA T I VE Z- P R0 CEDUKE
LO~•
% PRESENT SEGMENT WILL RANGE fROM LOW TU
H!0H,
% rl!GH IN Z-VALUES.
Nt~LOW'
% NEWLOW COUNTS UP TO HIGH AS WE PROCESS SE~~ENT•

.. ,,
.... ,,,
.,
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CONTROLS ITERATIONS 11~ Z-~UMPUTE CALCULATIONS.
2L J,.,l:3' 'it l-VALUt: hJH 1 L li'lt:j I OF CURRt:N f :,EGMt.NT
~ 1-1•'~0 THE t- VLLUitJII'JG HOLO HULL-CURVt. VALUES fUR CURRE.NT St::GMt.NT
XK! YK, XC! yc, X8t Yd, YG• XS~ YS• yo, PCt NB, MKt TANUC;
800Lt.~N ENDOI-TASK; % SET TO INDICATE SYS[f.M-USE.R FiNISHED.
INTEllt.R
COLi1\IT'
~ l NDEX TU PRESENT SEGt~ENT
I•
% bOTH TEMPORARY
C,
% VARlABLt.S
NUM0SEUt %. KEEPS COUNT OF NU~BE.R UF SEGMt.NTS IUSt0 1 FOR CURVE.
SE!Jr>~Uiv1'
%. STEPS THRU SEG:V!ENTS OF A. CUkVt
TI··,c.S,
'i CONTROLS ITt.RATIONS J:..J Z-COl•iPUTE CALCULATIONS
PWU~DCOuNT,hUS~D AS INDEXES INTO A~RAY~ wHt:N
'
fO~UCO~~T, ~ENTERING P~Z VALUES
~W0kDCOUNT,~DUH!NG F1LLARRAY2 CALCULATiONS.
LOI,...UCOur·..JT, ~
.
VE~CUUNT,% USED AS INDt::X TO 1 SECT10N 1 ~Ht:N ENTERiNG VALUES.
YSitP•
% 1 YSTEP' STEPS UPwARDs,LIKE 1 Nt.WLUW 1 •
SE~IIO~SPALi,% D~FIN~D BELOW
1\IUr·~ll-'0 I I'~ TS, IOUEF I NED Btl 0'.'1 ·
NU''I PUI I'I f S 2 ' ~ Dt F I i'll ED bEL 0 vi
SJ[jrJ.
'!J fELLS US T.O PLOT A SECTlON L/R OF AXIS
~p~~E,
% L-OlSTANCE ~ETWEEN SECTIONS•
INtJi::Xt
% INDEX TO SECTIONS 'FOR ClJRREI'lT WATERL!t-Jt.•
CNI•
% iNDEX USED TO FILL WATERLINe. PLOT-ARRAY.
MA~Gz,
% 0EFIN~O 8~LOW
LIMll•
% OEFINED BELOW
.
p,Q,R,S; % USED BY WklTERESULTS AS INO~XES.
DEf ll~t.
%
% VA~lOU~ DEfiNES ARE US~D THROUGHOUT THl PROGRAM
%
% T~ESE UE.Fl~ES ARE USED AS INDEXES INTU ARRAY!. hENCE
% CULlJMN#l CONTAINS PL-VALUES, ETC·
.
Pl1i#,LL=2H•TL=J#,J=4#•PV=5#,ZV=6#•DZ=/#,MV=8#,0F=9#•
% FuK CUNVEkTING DEGREES TO RADIANS
PI~ACTUk = J.l415927/180 #,
% E~ACT NUMd~R OF lOoTH 1 S OF AN INCH PE~ MM.
f :;: 3.<:i370U18 #,
%'THE WATERLINE FOR CURVE-OF-AREAS CALCULATION
nv = 6u #,
% ArJ EA~Y WAY OF REFEkENCING ARRAYl FOR CURRENT St:G.
ARAY<N> = AkRAYl(N,COUNTJ #;
Dltf~R~NCE•~

%WE

fiR~T READ IN THE FOLLOWING:
1:iAXDL =. MAXIMUM VALuE OF DZ PAHAMETEk 0\lt.:R ALL CURVES
lULEKAi\JCt = IT~RATiON-TOLERANCE fOR CALCULATII'-JG Z-VALUf::.S
%
LlMIT . = MAX NUM8ER OF iTERATIONS ALLOWED FUR Z-VALUES
~
lrliSUY = GRIU-S~ACING REQUiRED FOR TRANSVERSE-SECTION CALC.
%
;!)t.C f J.ONSPACE = A ivli:::.:~SlJi-JE OF SPAClNG i.JF TRANSVEriSE-SECTIUNS
% MAXOEPTH = MAXIMUM DEPTH ENVISAGi:::.D FOR HULL.
VJRITt..(uUTP,<HtNTER VA_LUES FOR MAXDZdOLEKANCE,LIMIT•THlSDY'
SECTJ.UNSI-'ACE,I'IAXOEPTH PL£Ast:: ••• 11 >);
_
READl~DU,/,MAAOZ,TOLtRA~CE,LIMIT•THISOY,SECTIONSPACE,MA.XDEPTHJ;
% SE~0NOLY W~ READ IN ThE •HULL-CURVE PARAMETERS' wHICH
% UE~lNE THE HULL-CURV£S
~ AR~AYl. CONlAINS THEsE:
% . THEkE AKE 38 SETS OF THESE, ONE PER ROW.
fOH M:=l STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO READ<CARO,;,ARRAYl[M,*l);
%WE LALCULATt. A FEW VALUES FOR LATER USE
NUMPOINTS:=4QO/MAXDZ; %THE NUMBER OF CURVE-VALUES WE WILL CALC.
NUMPOINTs2:=MAXDEPTH/THisuY; %THE NUMt:j~R OF SECTION VALUES·
SPI-ICE:=MAXOL*SECTIONSPACEr%THE ACTUAL ~PACING BElWEEN T-StCTIONS.
~ hA~~~G ~EAU .IN THE HULL-CURVE PARAMETEKS, THE COMMAND
% INI.~RPkt::TATlON PHASE_CUMMENCES.
% THlS WILL t.AECUTE Ust.H COMMANDS, EITHER ON CARDS OR
% fRUM A fERMlNAL, TO SET UP & MANIPULATt. UUR D-BASE.
~ FI~ST COMES MANY DECLARATIONS
%
BEG I~~
n ARKAYS-F OR EFF I Cl Eto.JCy THESE ARt: DEl- I NED UNL Y AS LARGE
-::? A S k t Q u 1 R E 0

%
%

"'

I

AR~i\

Y
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SlCT!OI~~(O:NUM~OlNTS,O:NUMPOINTS2+~],

%TO

CO~fAIN

SECTiON-VALUES

ARKAY2ll:l5.l:dQ+NU~PUINTSJ,
~TO CONTAIN P~L VALUES FU~ CUKVES
TAllO: ((Jf NUMPOI~TS>NUMPOINTS~ TH~N% USEu fUR PLOTTtR-OUTPUT

NU~~UINTS ELSE NUMPOINTS2)+2) l•
TAdlQ: ((If NUMP01NTS>NUMPOINfS2 TH~N% USEU f0R PLOTTE~-OUTPUT
~UM~OINTS ELSE NUMPOINTS2>+Z> l~
.
_CU~VtO~AREA(O:NUMPUINTSJ;
%USED 10 HOLD SECTIUN-ARlAS·

LA~tL

T~~

~kR,uUT;

F!RST GROUP Of PROCEUURES IS

CONC~RNEO

Wilrl
8Y CALCULATING
FR0M ThE HULL-CUkVE
% PA~AMEl.ERS ~EAO uFF CAkOS.
% ALSO, PLOfTING OF THESE HULL-CURVtS.
%
~ ==~============================
% SEI fiNG UP THE YALHT-~ULL DATA 8~S~
~ Ol~CRElE VALUES FOR ThE HULL-CURVES

%
%

PROCEDURE wHITERtSULTS;
~
GUTPUTS THE HULL-CURVE VAbUES STOREU IN
% hKRAY2, 1~ A REAUABLE & UN ERSTANOAdLE FORM.
8EG1N

EN~

OF

~RIIERESULTS:

99.

LCQMPUTE(N,ZVALUE);
'
CALCULAteS Trl~ l-VALUE CORRESP0NUIN0 TO THE P-VALUE IN 1 •
~ r.uR ThE huLL-CURVE uC:FINED BY TH1SPV ETC, ANU STORES
;(; 1.1-HS VALue AT THE. 'L-VALUE' SPt:CIFIEu.
~
fHIS CALCULATION MUST 8E DONE ITERATIVELY·
VALGE Ni ReAL ZVALUE,N;
.
bE~lN
If N=THISPV THEN ZVALUE:=THISZV ELSE dEGIN
~Hll~ UifFERENCE>TUL~RANCE DO ~EGIN
f-1 : = ( THIS,., V+THI S MU /2 ; DIFFERENCE : = TH1Sl•l V+THIS 1'1 L ;
T I ME S : = U ; C : = N;
If flM~S>LlMlT THEN GO ERR;
TlMEs:=*+l;
NEwM::1f M,=O THEN A~S<<N-THISPV)/(THISPL-THISPV>>**(THISJ/M)
*(fHISML-THIS~V)+THIS~V ELSE TH!SML;
.
Olffl:.f-<e,-JCE:=A8S(t'-JE\'JtV.-t~);
M: =NEvJH ENU;
I~Alul:.:=lf M,=Q THEN ABS<<N-THISPV)/lThlSPL-THlSPV>>**(l/M)
I:.NU
*tTHlSlL-THISZV)+THISZV tLSE THISZL
UHJ UF ZCOI'i~UTE.;
~Ra~~D0~~

PR0CE00RE PCOMPUTE(N,PVALUE>;

% _CALCULAI~S THE P-VALUE CORRESPONDING TO THE l-VALUE
% ~Ok THE HULL-CURVE 1 O~fiNED BY THISPV ETC, AND ~TORES
% IHIS VALUE AT THE P-VALUE' SPEClFIEO.

1

N1

VALuE N; R~AL PVALUE'N;
_
. i,I~=AdS ( (1'-l-THISZV) I <THISZL-THISZV)) *i~ I HlSJi} <THI.:>ML-Tb!SMV)
+ TH I S 1•1 V ; .
kVALUE::lABSl(N-THlSLV)/(ThlSZL-THISLV))**M
~<TrllSPL-THISPV)+THISPV)
ENIJ Of PC01•1PUTI:.;
8E~IN

PR0CEuURc PLOTARRAY2(l,BOXES>;
\tl . J-iLOTS PAKT OF A HULL-CURVE..
,
~ 1~ PART!~ULAR, IT lS,CALLED ONCE FOR EACH SEGM~NT
~ Lr EACH HULL-CURVE•
. % ·~oXlS 8 , lF SET TRU~,INDICATES ENDS UF SEGMENT~ WiTh
'76 >:50 XES • AI'..JlJ LABt.LS (,;URVES.
VAL~E·l•80A~S;
INTE~ER 1; BOOLEAN BOX~s;
bE\JlN
1f SEG~UM,=2 AND I~=J ANO 1,=7 AND I~=~ THEN B~GlN
TAl(OJ:=TAl£1J:=LOW;
TA2CQJ:=ARRAY2£I•SEGNUM*2+2J; TA2[1~:=ARRAY2ll•SEGNUM*2+31;
ALlN~(fAl,TAz,z,o,o,zs.4,25.4/THISUF)END;
Lr 8UXES IHEN ~EGIN
0d0X(LUW*f,ARRAY2[l,SEGNUM*2+3J*f*TH!SUF•l•l'l'l'2);
~40X(HlGH*F,ARRAY2ll,SEGNUM*2+4l*f*THISOF,l,l,l,l,2);
~ND;
Jr LUW M0u THISDZ,=O THEN BEGIN
TAllOJ:=LOW; TAI(ll:=LOW:=<LOW DIV ThiSDZ>*TH1SDZ+THlSOZ;
TA~lOJ:=ARRAY2£I•SEGNUM*2+31; TA2£1):=ARRAY2ll,POLDCOUNT:=*+l);
__ AL1NE(f~l,TA2•2,0,0,z5.4,25.4/THISPF~END;
_
fUR C:=Q ~TEP'l UNTIL PWORDCOUNT-POLUCUUNT DO U~blN
TAl£CJ:=LOW+C*THlSUZ; TA2CCJ:=ARRAY2[!,POLUCUUNT+CJENO;
~LIN~(TAl•TA2,PWOR0COUNT-POLUCOUNT+l,O,Q,~5.4,25.4/THISUf);
Jf HlGH NOD THISDZ -,=0 THEN 'BEGIN
TAl(O]:=HlGH-HlGH MOD THISDZ; TA2£l):=H1GH;
TA2£0]:=ARRAY2(!tPWORDCOUNTJ; TA2(1J:=ARRAY2LI,SEGNUM*2+4];
_ALlNE(fAl,TAct2,0,Q,zS.4,25·4/THISUf)END ELS~
Jf HlGH:4ua AND BOXES THEN BEGIN A8[U]:=LA8ELS(l-1J;
ALA8<1Sd0+2S*(l MOO 4),ARRAY2£l,PWURDCOUNTJ*F*TH1SOF-5'
AB., 2, 1 '2) END
~N~ Of PLOfARRAY2;
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PR~CE00~l rlLLARRAY2(I,PLUTIT•BOXES);
CAL~ULAlcS DISCRETE P & l VALUES FOK ThE SEGMeNT
~cFI~~D dY THISPV ETC OF HULL-CUkVE#(!), ANO SfURES

%
%

lriEM lN kU~#(l) OF ARRAY2.
·
PLOT IT IS SET Ti-<UE THEN THE SE.GI--1Ei'll IS PLOTTED.
VALUE P LUT1 T, 8 0 XES , I ; i:W 0 LEA f'-J P L0 T1 T ' t:W X t S ;
I tHE Gt R I ;
bE~lN
.
1f PLUTII THEN
~r PLOTU~PER(I-ll T~EN AORIG(lQ0,570> ELSE AORlG(l00,20);
~ULO~UUNI!=PWORDCOUNT;
1r THISZL,=THISZV ThEN tlEGIN
IF fHl~LL>THISZV THEN
otGI~ HIGH:=THISZL; LUW:=THISZV cNU ELSE
bEGIN HIGH:=THlSZV; LOw:=THlSLL tNU;
IF NUMUSEO=O AND LO~ MOD THISUZ=O fHEN
PCuMPUit(LOW,ARRAY2(!,17l);
NUi•IUSEu ~=*+1;
PCui~PUf~(LOW,ARRAY2(I,SEGNUM*2+JJ)i
NE~Low:=(LUW OlV THISDZ>*THISDL;
WHILE ~cWLUW::*+fHISOZ<=HIGH OU
PCOMrUTE<NiWLQW,ARRAY2(loPWOkUCOUNT:=*+ll)i
PCUMPUfc(HIGH,ARRAY2[!,SEGNUM*~+4]);
IF PLUT!T THEN PLOTARRAY2(I,80XES) END;
Ai-<RA Y~ ( I' SEGNUM l: =PWORDCOUNT -POLOCOUt'lT;
.~~ 1<=9 THEN BEGIN
ZOLOCOUi'-JT: =ZWOROCOUNT;
IF THI~PL,=THISPV ThEN 8EGIN
·lF THlSPV>THisPL THEN
bE0lN HIGH::ThiSpV; LOW:=THISPL tNO ELSE
8EG!N HlGH:=ThlSPL; LOW:=THISPV END;
IF ZWURDCOUNT=37+NUMPOINTS AND LOW MOO THISOZ=O THEN
.
lCOMPUTE(LQW,ARRAY2(l,zwuROCOUNTJ>;
LC0~~UTE<LOW,ARRAY2£I,23+NUMPOIN1S+SEGNUM*2]);
LO~:=(LOW OIV ThiSDZ>*THISDZ;
~HILc LOW:=*+TrllSDZ<=HIGH DO
lCOMPUTECLQW,ARRAY?(l,ZWUROCOUNT:=*+l]);
LCOMPUTE<HIGH,ARRAY2(I,24+~UMPOINTS+SEGNUM*2J} END;
ARkAY2Ll,SEG~UM+NUMP01NTS+201:=ZWOkDCOUNT-lOLDCOUNT ENU
EN0 OF flLLARRAY2;
.

~

% ~I"'

PRUCEDURE CALCTANGENTVALUES(p,J);
% ~UME .HULL-CURVES MUST BE TANGENTIAL TO ANUTHEk AT SOME
~ ~u I Nl • I i~ PART l CULAR, S01vJE HULL -CURVe SEGiv!t:N TS lv!US T
~ ri;Wi THE!R TL-VALUES CALCULATED t-ROM OTHER SEGrvlt:IHS.
' frl!S PROCEDURE CALCULATES SUCH A TL-VALUE FROM THE
% t-JkEScNT ~t.GMENT # ( CUUI'-JT > AND STORlS .I "f (IN ARRAY l ) FOR
~

~cGMt-NT#CCOUNT+P).

VALUE .P,I; fNTEGt:R Ptl;
dEY.!N
ll!Mb:=AkkAYl[ZL,COUNT+Pl;
~LOMPUTE(LL!M8,ARRAYl[PL,COUNT+PJ);
i1==AbS((lliMB-THISZV)/(THISZL-TH1SlVl)**TH1SJ
*<THI:.:>HL-THISMV>+THISMV;
ARRAYl[TL,COUNT+PJ:=(ARRAYl[PL•COUNT+Pl-THISPV>ICZLIMB-THISlV)

*(M+THlS~*(M-THISMV>*LNC(ZLIM8~THISZV)/(lH1Sll-TH1SZV)});
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PuTVALUES(COUNT>;
PL,Zl ETC VALUES FUR
STORtS THEM lN T~MPORA~Y
~ VARIABLE~-THISPL,THISZL ETC.
.
% ALSlJ CALCULATi::.S THISML=tvlL FOR Si::.GMEIH# (COUNT>
VALUE COUNT; INTEGER COUNT;
~E\.JlN
THlSPL:=ARAY<PL); THISZL:=ARAY<ZL); THISTL:=ARAY(TL);
THlSPv:=ARAY(PV); THISZV!=ARAY<ZV>~ THISDZ!=ARAY<OZ);
THlSJ:=ARAY(J); ThlSMV:=ARAY<MV); THISOF:=ARAY<OF);
THlSML:=rF THISpL=THISPV THEN 0 ELSE
(ThlSZL-THISZV>;<THISPL-THISPV)*THlSTL;
EN0 OF PUTVALUES;
PRu~EDU~t

~
~

~.INUS THt DtFlNING
~tGM~NT#(COUNT) ANU

~1LLARRAY(l,PLUTIT,ARITEIT,BUXES);
~ALCULAftS DISCRETE VALUES FOR hULL-CUHVE#(l),

PROCEDVRE

& IF
IT' & 1 WRITES IT·'
OBTA HJ NECESSARY hULL -CURVE PAR AMi:. TERS,
% u~NEkATE OTHERS IF REQUIRED• 1NITIAL1ZE A~RAY2 & THEN
~ <riLLAkRAY2> FOR EACH SEGMENT OF THE CURVE.
.
VALUE 1'~LUTIT,WR1TEIT,80XES;I~TEGER 1i800LEAN PLOTIT,WRlTElT,bOXES;
8Euli'J
~JUNT:=CUUNTVALUE[I-11;
_
.
~JMUStU:=O; SE0NUM:=l; PWORDCOUNl:=ll; ZWORUCOUNT:=37+NUMPOINTS;
r0R ~==4 STEP 1 UNTIL 17 DO
.
AkRAY2(l,C]:=ARRAYc[l,20+NUMPOINTS+CJ:=o;
'f 1=3 OK 1=7 OR 1=9 THEN dEGIN
.
PWUKUCUUNT:=17+(IF ARAY<ZL)>ARAY<ZV) THEN ARAY<ZV) ELSi::. ARAY(ZL)
) lHV fHISDZ;
FO~ C:=17 STtP 1 UNTIL PWORDCOUNT
.
DO ARRAY2[l~C]:=AHRAY2£I-l,C1; NUMUS~D:=*+l;
ARkAY2ll,SEGNUM:=*+l]:=PWOROC0UNT-17 ENU;
~~HILt. SEGI'lUM:=*+l<=~UMOFSEGS[ I-l 1+1 IJO 8EG!N
PUTVALU~S(CO~NT>;
IF COUNT=6 THEN CALCTANGENTVALUES(J,I);
IF COUNf=20 OR cOUNT=21 OR COUNT=l6 OR COUNT=17 ThEN
CALCTANGENTVALUES(2,J) ELSE
lF COUNT=7 ThEN PCOMP0TE(ARRAYllZV•1lJ,ARRAYl(PV,lll);
FILLAR~AY2(1,PLOTIT,BOXES>;
COUNT:=*+l END;
% LASTLY, FOR I=3'7'9 HULL CURVE PARAMETERS ONLY
~ U~fiNE PART OF THE CURVE AND VALUES ~U~ THE REST MUST
~ ~~ 08TAIN~O FROM oTHER HULL CURVES
lF 1=3 UR 1=7 OR I=~ THEN 8EGIN
FOK C:=PWORDCOUNT+l STEP 1 UNTIL NUMPOINTS+l7 UU
ARKAY2(l,CJ:=ARRAYc(I-l,CJ;
IF 1=3 (HEN BEGIN
~ UEf~RMINE NUMBER Of YG POINTS lO lNSt..RT IN YK.
1" lJ f-1 CuP Y: =ARRAY 2 [ c , 2 2 +NUM
P0 IN TS 1- L : = ( ( ARRAY 1 ( P V' 9 1+
~KRAY1£PL,9J) UIV THISOZ-ARRAY2(~,8] DIV THlSOL);
~ MOVt YK POINTS THAT FAR FOKWARU.
%

~ ucSlk~O 1 ~LOTS
% 1 T l"tUST r I RST

1
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fOR c:=ARRAY2(3,~5+NUMPOINTSl ST~P -1 UNTIL 1 00
ARkAY~(3,NUMCOPY+A:=J7+NUMPU1NTS+AKRAY~(3,~3+NU~POINrsJ
·
+Cl:=A~RAY2[J,A1;
~ INSeRT
YG PUI~TS IN THE GAP • .
fuR·~:=L STEP l UNTIL ARRAY2L2,2~+NUMPOINTSl-l DO
ARRAY c. [ 3, 3~ +NUfviP 0 I NT S +ARRAY 2 ( 3, 2d +NUMPO II'H .::i l +C-L 1 : =
hHRA Y ~ [ 2 .!C+38+t'IUI"'POINTS 1; . ZWOHUCOUNT: =ZOLUCUU!'-JT: =

\ARRAY2(J,22+NU~POINTSl:=ARRAY2(J,22+NUMPO!NTSl+
A~HAY~(2,22+NUMPUINTSJ-L)~37+NUMPOINTS+ARRAY2(3,25+NUMP01NTS);

~ AL.::i0 ADO YG POINTS AT OTHEK ENU.
fUR C:=L:=ARRAY2l2,22+NUMPOINTSJ+NUMPOINTS+3~+
(AH.f-u\'l'l(PV•llJ+AI-U~AYl(PL•lll>DIV Tt+ISDZ-ARHAY2[2,9J
U!V THISDZ STEP 1 UNTIL NUMPUINTS+J7+ARRAY2[2,22+NUMP01NTS1

+ARR~i2(2,NUNP0INTS+23l+ARRAY2£2•NUMPOlNTS+24]

UU A~~AY2[3,z~u~OCOYN1:=*+ll:=ARkAY2(2,CJ;
ARRA Yc [ 3' 23+NUHPU I r--J S : =Z~voROCUUI'iT-ZOLLJCOUt..JT +ARi~ AY2 ( 3'
z:;+t-.JUMPOHHS J;
ENiJ;

ARKAY2Ll,SEGI..JUM:=*+lJ:=l8+NUMPUINTS-PWOROcUUNT;NU~US~O:=*+l
~~RAY2£I,1J:=NUMUSEO;

1F WR 1 TE 1 T THEI\1 wR I TERESULTS

tNv OF FILLARRAY;

END;
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PRUCEOU~~ ~~TUPARRAY(PLOTIT•WRITEIT>;
FILL~ UP ARRAY2 WITh DISCRETE VALUE~ FOR All
~ ~ULL CURV~S• AND PLOTS ANU/OR wRITES THESE I~

%

VA~UE

U~Sl~EO

PLOTlT,WRITEIT; bOOL~AN PL6TlT,WKITEIT;
t:!EiJIN
if PLUTII THEN SETUPPLOT;
~~R 1:=1 STEP l U~TIL 15 00 FILLARHAY<I,PLOTIT,WHifEIT,TRU£);
1~ PLOTif THEN AENO
tN0 OF S~TUPARRAY;

THe

S~CONU

GROUP OF PROCEUURES IS

CONCE~NED

WITH
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PRJL~OURE ~KITESECTION(!);
~RITES 0UT THE DISCRETE SECTION-VALUES
% ~~ADAbLE b UND~RSTANDA8LE FORMAT

%

IN A

VALUE l; IrHEGER I;
ENU OF WRif~SECTION;

tltulN

PRWCEOURE

%
%

ACOMPUTE<I,~IN,MAX,YA,YBtXA,X8fA'FLAG);
CALCULAl~S X-VALUES ·fOR A PARTICULA~
RANSVERSE

(~PECIFitO BY YA ETC) BETWEEN y-VALU~S
VA~uE !,MINtMAX,yA,yb,XA,X8,AtFLAG;
RE~~·MlN,MAX,YA,yb,XA,ABtA; 8U0LEAN FLAG;

SECTION
MIN & MAX.
INTE0Ek 1;

pC:ulN
LON: =IF i'IUT fLAG THEtJ IF XA-,=X8 Th~N
CYA-Y8)J((XA-XB)*TANUC) ELSE A ELSE A;
t~TEP==<MlN.OIV THISOY)*THISDY;
~HILt YST~P:=*+THISDY <= MAX DO bEGIN
IF YA::::Yo THEN SECTlONS[l,VERCOUNT:~*+lJ:::::XB ELSE BEGIN
EXP:=(YSTEP-YB)/(YA-YB>*CCON-A)+A;
sECTIONS[I,VERCOUNT:=*+lJ:::::((YSTEP~Yb)/CYA-Y~))**EXP
*(XA-X8)+X8 END tNO
~N~ Of XCOMPUTE;
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PR0CEDU~E

~AViNG

~LOTSrlE~R;

PLOTTtO A SET OF TRANSVEkSE-~ECTIONS' ThiS
~ ~kUCtUUKc IS CALLED TO PLOT THE S~EEk-LINc.
8E~1t'4
~UR 1:=0 STEP SECTIONSPACE UNTIL NUM~OINTS/2-2 OU ~EGIN
TAJ(l/~J:= AkRAY2(7,17+IJ;
TAcll/~J:=ARRAY2l8,17+IJ END•
ALINc<TA1tTA2,NUMP0INTS/(SECTI~NSPACt*2),Q,0,1~.7,12.7);
~JR l:=~UMPOINTS/2 STEP ~ECTIONSPACE UNTIL NUM~OINTS
1SECT1UN~PAC( Ou H~GIN
TAl ( <I-t'lUt·1POINTS/2)/2] :=ARRAY2[7, 17+1 l* (-1>;
TAcl (!-1'-lUMPOH.JTS/2)/21 :=ARRAY2(8, ll+l l Et'-JD;
lAl[NUMPUlNTS/4]:=0;
I A2 U~Ur.JPU .!NTS/4 J: =ARRA Y2 ( 8, 17 +NUMPO Ir~TS-SECT I Oi\JSPACE J;
ALINc<TAl,TA2.NUMPU!NTS/(SECTIONSPAC~*~)+l•O•O•l~.7,12.7>
EN~ OF PLOT~H(ER;

%

PRvCEDUHE ~LOTSECTiuN(I,SET>;
VALUE J,~ET; INTEGER I; 800LEAN sET;
% PLOfS TKANSVERSE SECTION#(!)
% iF 1 S~T 1 1 S TRUE TH£1'4 0 ULL-CURVE VALUES SUCH AS XK
% ~fC hAVE ALREADY 8EEN FOUND; OTrl~RWISE, SEl VALU~S.
6EG1i\j
.
~~ NUT sET THEN SETVALUES(l);
if XK,=O THEN BEGIN
TAl(OJ:=TA1[1J:=XK*SIGN;
TAc(QJ:=o; TA2(1):~YK;
AL1NE(IA1,TA2•2,U,0,12.7•12.7);
IF ARR~Y2[1 9 17+i+SECTIONSPACEJ=0 ThEN BEGIN
TAl[UJ:=XK*SlGN; TAl[ll:=Q;
T~2(Ul:=TA2[l]:=YK;
ALINc(TAl,JA2,2•0•0•12.7,12·7)£Nu END;
tF YK MOU THISDY ,= 0 THEN BEGIN
TAl[QJ:=XK*SlGN; TA1£1J:=SECTIUNS(L,SECTIONS(1,2l+1l*SIGN;
TA2(QJ~=YK; TA2(1J:=YK:=(CYK+THISOY)UIV THISUY>*TbiSUY;
_ AL1N~(IA1•TA2,z.o,O,l2.7,12.7>ENO;
tuR C:=ScCTIONS£1.21+1 STEP 1 UNTIL ~ECTIONS[l,JJ UO BEGIN
TAllC-~~CTIONS£1,2l-ll:=SECTIONS£I,Cl*SIGN;
TA2(C-~ECTIONS£I,2l~ll:=YK+THISDY*<C-SECTIONS[l,2J-I) END;
BLINc<TA1,TA2,SECTIONS(lt3l~SECTlONSli,2J,O,u,!2.7,12.7);
~F Y~ MOU THISDY ,= 0 THEN BEGIN
TAl(OJ:=sECTIONsli,SECTIONS[I,31J*SIGN; TAl[l):=XS*SlGNi
TA~(OJ~=YS-YS MOO THISDY; TA2[1J:=YS;
AL1NE(IA1,TA2,2,0,0.12.7,12.7)ENO;
AJ[OJ:=NUHBERS(ll:
.
~LA8((XS~f*SIGN*2)+5,YS*f*2+10,A~,3,1,4)
eNG OF PLOl~ECTION;
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PRJCEDLiRt
~

~cTUPS~CTION<I);
CALLULAT~s DISCRETE VALU~S

THEM IN
VALUE l; I1HEGER I;

~

HNO

cNTE~S

1

FOR TRANSVERSE StCTIUN#(I),
SECTION'.

dE~.JlN

SE:. TVALLi~S <I);
DIV THlSUY+(lF Y~ MOD THISUY
,=u THEN 1 ELSE 0)+3;
SE:.CTIO~S(I~O]:=xK;
MIN!=lf YK MOD THISQY,=O THEN<YK UlV THISUY)*THISCY
ELSt:: YK-THISUY;
XCUMPUit(I,MIN,y~,yc,YK,XC•XK,MK,fALSE);
yo:=YC+PC*TANDC*(X0-XC);
IF Yu,=Yc THEN REGlN
.
YSTEP;=(YC DIV THISDY>*THISDY;
WHILe YSTEP!=*+THISUY <= YO DO .
~ECTlUNS(I,VERCOUNT!=*+1l:=<YSTEP-YC)/TANOC+AC;
XCUM~UTE<I,YD.Yd,YO,YB, (YO-YC)/TANUC+XC,XB,Nb,fALS[) ENO
EL~E X~UMPUTE<I~YC,YB,YC,YB,XC,XB,NB,FALSE>;
XCUMPUTc(J,y8,YS•YS,y8,xS,X8,2·5•TKUt);
SECT I Ot'l.::i (I' 1 l: =XS;
SECT 101'1~ £I, 3 l: =VERCOUNT;
ENu Of ~~TU~SECTlON;
VE~COUNl :=S~CTION5[I,2l:=YK

PRUCEDURE ScTUPSECTIONS(SECTIONSPACE,PLOTIT,WRlTE1T>;
~
CALCULAft::S A fULL SET OF TRANSVtRSE SECTIONS AT THE
)(, :;,~AClJ\lG ::,r>ECIFfED, AND STORES THESE IN 'SECT IOI~S 1 •
~ ~LUT~ Thc.1"'l If.
PLOT I r I IS TRUE.
.
% vo-< 1Tc S 0 u f VALUES 1 F I VIR ITt I T ' I S TRUE •
VALUE S~CT1UNSPACE 9 PLUTIT, WRITEIT; INTtGER SECTIONSPACE;
HOUL~AN PLUfJT, WRITEIT;
pEulN
~f PLOTif THEN SETUPPLOT2i
tUR l:=o STE:.P sECTlONSPACE UNTIL NUMP01NTS-SECflONSPACE UU dEGlN
SElUPSt:.CTION(I);
SIGN := IF 1<20 ThEN 1 ELSE -1;
If PLOfiT AND YK,=YS THEN PLOTSECTlON(l•TRUE>;
IF wRif~IT THEN WRITESECTION<I>;
i::.l'10;
.
lf PLOTII THEN BEGIN PLOTSHEER; AENu ~NO;
~NJ Of SETUPSECTIONS;
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%
'{,

%
%

Tt•t. Trl I RD uROUP Of PROCEDURES IS
% PLufThJG A ::>ET OF WATERLINES.
% ===============================

%
%
%

l.ONCc..RI~EU

wITH

PRvCEOURt.. liHERCtPTS;
WHE~ CALCULATING WATERLINES, ~E FI~u NUT t.VERY
% ~ATE~L~~~ IS COM~LETE. A WAT~RLIN£ MAY INTERCEPT
'to ~HEEr< L I'"t. FORWARD Ar·W;OR AFT.
~
cNTr<IES lN IC~PTl & ICEPT2 RESPt.CTIVELY Tt.LL US
~ ~METH~K THIS HAS .oCCUREO, AND If SO IH~ Z-VALU~ OF
~ ThE lNTEKCEPT, FUR EACH WATERLINt..
tiELJlf\1
~UR l::Q STEP 1 UNTIL 15 DO ICEPll£Il:~lCEPT2(1):=-l;
l:=Ak~AYcle,7J DIV THISDZ+l;
,/hiLt..<I:=l-l)*llilSUZ>=ARRAY2[8~81 DO
ICc..PTlLI]:=ARRAY2{H•NUMPOINTS+37+ARRAY2[H,NUMPOINTS+22J
-(AKRAYc[8,7JDIV THISOZ)+l];
1!=AKKAYct8,10JDIV THISDZ+l;
wHIL~<I:=1-l)*lHISOZ>=ARRAY2[8,9J DO.
_
ICt.PT2(iJ:=AkRAY2[d,NUMPOINTS+J7+AkRAY2[e,NUMP0INTS+22l+
ARRAY2ld,NUMPOINTS+23J+(ARRAY2(8,1UJUIV THISOL)-1);
EN~ OF lNTcRCEPTS;

%
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P~0CEOU~~

~

~LOTWATEHLlNls;

IH!S PLUTS A SET OF WATERLINES

tjE41N
M~X:=!f

AK~AY2(8,7l>ARRAY2£8,101THEN ARRAY2[d,7ltLSE ARHAY~(d,lOJ;
f0R l:=MAX OIV THISDZ STEP-1 UNTIL 1 DO StGIN
!~DEX:=I*THISOZ/THISDY+4;
lt l*THI~~z >= AkRAY~(8,dl THEN ~EGIN
IF .iCEPlUIJ-,=-1 THEI~ 8EGif\l
TAl(UJ:=L:=AHRAY~(3,NUMPOINTS+37+IJ;
TA2[l!J::::::O;
CNT:=u; L:=L DIV SPAC~;
~h!Lc CCL:=L+l)+l)*SPACE <IC~PTllll DO ~EGlN
TA·llCNT:=CNT+l l :=L*SPACE;
TA~(CNTJ:=SECT!ONSCL*SECTIONSPAC~,INUEXJ END;
:fAl(CrH:=*+l l :::::: CL+l> >}SPACE;
fA~(CI·iJ]
:=SECTIONS( CL+l){tStCTIONSPACE.d);
ALINt<TAl,TA2,CNT+l,0•0•25.4,25.4)tNO;
IF 1CEP12(l)-,=-l THEN BEGIN
fAl(vJ:=L:=ICEPT2(IJ;
fA2(UJ:=(ARRA¥2(6,17+A:=ciCEPT2(1J DIV SPACE>*SECTlONSPACEJ

*<IC~r'T2(IJ
-~*MAAOZ>+SECTlONS(A+S~CTIONSPAC~,lNDEXl*((A+SECTIONSPACE)*
~IA!.DL-ICE.PT2

[I 1)) /SPACt;

CNT:~O;
L:=L DIV SPACE;
wHIL~ (L:=L+l)*SPACE <A:=ARR~Y2[J,NUMPOINTS+J7+

ARkAYc[3,NUHPOlt\TS+221+Il DO BEGIN
TA!LCNT:=CNT+fl:=L*SPACE;
TAclCNTJ:=SEC lONS[L*SECTIONSPACE,INUEX) END;
TAl[~NT:=CNT+ll:=A;
lA2(Ci~T1 :=TA2£CNT-l 1;
AllNc(TAl,TA2,CNT+l,Q,Q,25.4,25.4)ENO;
r"1J0 tLSE dEG IN
.
.
TAl(O]:=L:=IF I-,=0 THEN ARRAY2[3,NUMPOINTS+37+IJ ELS~
AHRAY~[3,NUMPOI~TS+2~J;
TA2lOJ:=o;
.
C~T:~o;
L:=L DIV SPACE;
WH1LE(L:=L+l)*SPACt <A:=IF I-,=0 Th~N ARRAY2(J,NUMPOINTS+37
+AR~AY~(3,NUMPOINTS+22l+I1 ELSt ARKAY2(3,NUM~UlNTS+33l DO BEGIN
IA![C~T:=CNT+ll:=L*SPACE;
.
TA2[CNTJ:=SECT10NS[l*SECTIONSPACE,lNDEXJ E~O;
'fAl[CNT:=cNT+ll:=A;
TAc(C~T l :=O;
AllNE(IAl,lA2,CNT+l•0•0,25.4,2S.4)~NU
LdO;
f!LLARKAY(l,TRUE,fALSE,FALSE>;
FILLAkkAY(6,TRUE,FALSE•FALSt>;
EN~ OF PLOiuATERLINES;
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%
';!)

ThE FOuRTrl GROUP OF PROCEDURES
*'%
% ~=~=======~====================
% SE~riNb
% ARt:-1-1S'•

IS CONCEkNEO WITH
UP' PLOTTING' AND MANIPULATING A 'CURVE Of

%
%

PR~L~Oukt

flNDAREA(I,AREA>;

% [HIS PkOC~OURE FINDS THE AREA OF SECfiUN#(J),
~ f~hD RETURNS THIS IN (AREA).
VALU~ 1; INIEGER I; ~EAL AREA;
tlE~lN

~f YK:=AkkAY2£3,17+Il <YW T~EN
v~RCOUNT:=sECTIONs£I.2J+l;

BEGIN
rSTEP:=(Yr, ··orV THISOY>*ThiSOY+THlSOY;
1:\f-<EA:=(Y:::.iTEP-YK>*<SECTIONS(l,OJ+SECTIOh.JS(l,VEkCOUNTJ)/c;
Wri!LE YSf~P:=*+THISOY <= YW DO
hkEA: : { H TIH SPY* (SECT IONS (I • VERCOlJNT l
+ SECTlONS[I,VERCOUNT:=*+lJ)/2;
lr YSTEP < YW + THISDY THEN

~~EA:=*+<TEMP:=YW-YSTEp+THISDY>*<SEC~lONS(l,VERCOUNTJ+

~~CTlONSli,VERCOUNf+ll-SECTIONS[I,VEKCOUNTJ*TEMP/THISDY>/2

~LSE AREA!=O
ENu OF FINUAREA;
~NO
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PRuClUUKt PLOTARtAS:
PR0C~DURE PLOTS A CURVE OF ARtA~.
i:JfijlN
~UR L:=o ~TEP SECT10NSPACE UNTIL ~UMPOlNTS OU
8fGIN
IHl£L/SECTioNsPACEl:=cuRvEOFAREA[Cl/~o;
IA2(C/~ELfiONSPACE1 :: C*THISOZ
ENDi
_
...
ALINt(TA~•TAl•N0MP0INTS/SECTIONSPACE+l,0,0,25.q,~~.4);
ENU OF PLOIAREAS;

% IHIS

PR0LED0KE ~iLLCUKVEQFAKEAS;
sT~P SECTIONSPACE UNTIL NUMPOlNTS
DO rlNUAREA(C,CURVEOFAREAlCJ);
~O~_c:=O

PR0CEDURt CrlANGEAREA(I,X,XNEW•TOLERANC~,ALTERTL>;
~
THI~ IS A SlMPLt OPTIMISING PROCEDURE.
~ bY ~lTHEK ALTERING TL,PV OR PL(U~ER ~PcCIFIES> IN
'/:J. I, liE APPRUf-'R I AT I:: SEGt'J.t..NT OF HULL -CUR Vi; 1 DC 1 IT
%· S~EK~ TO iTERATIVELY FINU A NEW HULL WHICH HAS
~ ~-sECTIO~AL AkEA tX~EW• AT SECTION#(t)' INSTEAU
'IQ l:if AKEA 'X'.
~
fHI~ IT~KATION Is CARRIED OUT TU WITHlN 'TOLERANCE•.
VALUE 1 "X, Xi~DJ, TOLERANCE, AL TERTL; REAL X• XNE~v, TOLEkANCE;
lNI~GEK I; BOOLEAN ALTERTL;
I:JE Gl N
.
.
_ ·
~URCOUNT:=rF I*MAXDZ> ARRAYl£ZV•~4l+ARRAYl£ZL,24l ThEN 2~ ELSE 24;
UURPAR := If ALTERTL THEN 3 ELSE IF ABS(ARRAYllZV,OURCUUNTJ-200)>
~oS(AkRAYl(Z~,OUKC0UNTJ-200)THEN l ELS~ S;
_
~fEPf-' :: <IF XNEW>X THEN -1 ELSE l)*(lf ALTERTL THEN .1 ELSE 5);
A~EA := A;
.
WHIL~ ABS<AREA-XNEW>>TOLERANCE DO 8E01N
IF (AR~~-XNEW>*STEPP < 0 THEN STEPP := (-l)aSTtPP/2;
ARRAYlLUURPAR,OURCUUNTl :~ * + STEPPi
PUfVALJiS(OURCOUNT>;
PCU~PUf~<I*THISQl,ARRAY2[lO,I7+lJ);
SEfUr>St.CTION(I);
F li'WARc.A (I • AREA) END;.
1~ NuT ALfERTL THEN
~~RAV1[00~PAR,49-0URCOUNTJ := ARRAYl[OURPAR,OUkCOUNT];
r1LlA~RAi(lO,fhLSE,fALS~,FALSE);
cNl:.l ot=' CHtli'J~JEAREA;

111.

PRO(EOU~E flLLTANTLs;
% lNlllAL~Y TL VALUES WERE GIVEN IN O~GkEES-FOR ~AS~
~ ur M~NIPULAT!ON• THIS CONVERTS THEM lO TANGENTS•

fOK P:=l

SI~P

1 UNTIL ]8 00

AR~~YllTL,~J:=TANCARRAYl[TL,Pl*PIFACTOK);

Ht:LP;
rOH lNT~kACTIVE MUD~-WRITES INSTkuCTION FURMAT
~ IN~TkULTIONS UN ~CHEEN.
wRliE(GUTP,<
"lNShWCLiONS ARE IN FUHMAT: 11 ,/t
,<.J.O,"li-JSft<UCTIONih ARG1, ARG2. ARGJ, ARG4, ARG5· 11 • / •
'~lNSft<UCl.iONS ARI::..:i•,;,
1
' \J •
f\j 0 . () jJ ERA TI 0 N • II 9 I '
11
1. ~t.:TuPJ\t~RAY-ARGl=l FOR PLOT• ARG~=l FOR wRiTE•"•/•
1.'c.
f I LLARRAY-ARG 1 GIVES CUI-<VE#, AR02= 1 FOR PLOT, 11 ' I,
i\lU, 11 AHG.J=1 FOR V.iRl.Tt:.""/'
liJ.
SETUPSECTION-A~0l GIVtS SECTIONH. 11 t/'
II -t •
~ L 0 'I sEcT I 0 N- M< G 1 G I vc: s sEcT 1 0 N # • II 9 I '
···:). sc.rut-JsECTIO.Ns-ARGl GIVEs st::CTIOI'~SPACE,ARGc=l FOR PLor, .. ,;,
idO,"ARG.J=1 FOR ~IR1TE. 11 t/•
1
~!~~§ e~E~uS~c:~f~~f~t~~!,~GU ·"' '
"d. PLOlS CuRVE oF AREA ... ,;,
"':1. GIV~S VALUE Of CURVE* CARGU AT SECTION (ARG2) .".,/•
" l 0 • CHAi'J GEAR EA- ARG1 GI VE S SEC T I 0 N, AKG 2 0 L0 ARt A9 A kG 3 D£ S 1 RED 11 ' I ,
A L 0 , "ARE 1-\ ' A RG4 T0 LERA N CE , ARG5 = 1 1 F \VAN T T0 A l Tt: R TL • " • I 9
·~11. SETS UP wATERLINES."'/'
"12. 1- INl::,HC:S TASK">);

PRu~tDLJRE

~
~

::7:

AI
~
;<;
~~

;o

THt ACfUAL

1'1Aii~

PROGRAfvl.

~ ~~7~=~~~~~~~=~~~=~~~~~~~~ USER-INSTRUCTIONS, UNTIL
n TEk1"1INATEO.
INSTRUCTIONS CA~ BE RECEIVED FROM A
~OR AN LNTERACTIV~ TERMIN~l <VOU).
71
-i
FlLLTA,'JTLs;
~ RE~EAT fHIS LOOP UNTIL TERMINATED
viH 1 Lt: 1·'4JT ENOOFTASK DO BEGIN
-~~lTE(OUTP•<"INSTRUCTION PLEASE: 11 >);
~

CA~D

FILE

REAO(VUU,/,INSTRLiCTioN,ARGI,ARG2,AkGJ,ARG4,A~GS>;
WRlTECLP,;,INSTRUCTION,ARGl,~RG2,AkGJ,ARG4,A~G5);

If iNSTRuCTION = 111 THEN hELP'ELS~
IF INSfRUCTION > 0 AND INSTRUCTION < 13 THEN
CASE I 1'JS TRUCT I 01,1 Of
tj£bir~
;-~NO OPERATION
~ S~T UP DATA BASE-fiLL ARRAY2
SETUPARRAY<BOOLEAN(ARG1),800[EAN<AkG2));
';O HdE:R VALUES INTO ARRAY2 FOR HULL-CURVE#CARGU
BEGIN
lF AKG2=1 THEN StTUPPLOT:
fiLLAKRAYCARG1,800LEAN<ARG2)tBOOLEAN(ARG3) ,TkUE);
if AKG2=1 THEN AENO;
ENu;
~ CA~CULMTE SECTION#(ARGl)
SEIUPSc.CTION<ARG1>;
~ PLUT ~~CTION#(ARGl)
1:3E G !1'-1
StTUt-'PLOT2;
~LUT~c.CTION(AR01,FALSE);
1-\tNo;
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~

u~u;

CALCULATE A SET Of TRANSVERSE SECTIONS

SEfUPS~CTIONS(ARGl,BOOLEAN(ARG~),8UOLEAN(ARGJ));
~GIVE A~EA Of SECTlON#(AkGl>

t<EGIN
f'lNOAkEAlARGl,AREA);
vvRITc:.(OlJTP,< 11 AKEA OF SECTION# 11 ,12,11 IS: 11 d4>,ARG1,ARf..A);
ENU;
;o
FILLCURVEOFAREAS;
n PLOT A CURVE OF AREAS
8EvlN
StTUP~URVEOFAREAS;
PLUT/-\REAS;
AEI'JD;
ENU;
~ GlVE A HULL-CURVE VALUE
viR I TE <u uTP , <"cuR vE# " ,r 2 , " AT sEcT 1 oN# " d 2 , "HAs vAL ut. .. • F6 • 3 > •
~

Akvl,A~G2•ARRAY2lARGl•l7+ARG2));

lfERAflVELY OBTAIN NE~ HULL WlTH AR~A(ARG3) AT SECTlON(ARGl)
~ PLOT-A SET OF WATERLI~E CURVES
8EG1N
H-JTEI-<CEPTS;
SETUt'PLOTWL;
r'LOT..VATERLINEs;
At:No;·
.
ENU;
~ T~RM!~ATE INTERACTION
ENUOfTA.:>K:=TI'<UE•
b\JO UF CA::iE STATEMENT;
uv OUT;
V!
i IF NO ~ONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED BY ZC0MPUTE, THE USER
% ls A~Ktu fOR NEw VALUES FOR TOLERANCE & LIMIT, SO
% IHAf HE MAY MAKE ANOTHER ATTEMPT.
11
ITERATfUNS,wiTh "'
ERR: !!KITt.<OUft-',<"NO CoNVI:.RGENCE AFTER "•.l3!
"l•JLERANCt. = ",F5.4,/,ucURVE # .. ,12, 11 , SEG # 11 , 1, 11 ; SOLVING FOR 11 ,
·~ L = 11 ,13,/>,LIMIT,TOLERAI'ICE,I•SEGNUM-l•C);
,, ~ I Tc:. (0 Uf P , <11 G l V E NEw VALUES F0 R T0 LtRANCE , L I M1 T PLEASE : 11 > );
K£AO(V0U9/,TOLERANCE,LIM1T);
OUT:
tN(J;
END t:.NtJ •

CHANGEA~EAlARGl,ARG2.ARG3,ARG4,800LEAN(ARG5));
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APPENDIX C - SA'ti!PLE SET OF LINES
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APPENDIX D - EXAMPLES OF HULL MODIFICATION USING
HULL~CURVE PARA1·1ETERS

The following computer produced graphs show examples
of how a hull can be modified by altering it's hull curve
parameters.
Graphs 1 and 2 show the hull-curves and transverse
sections of the hull produced by altciring'9nly two hull
curve parameters.

The initial hull before these changes is

shown by the dashed lines.

(This is the hull shown in figures

7 and 8 above).
The aim of
section,

these changes was

which was considered too

were very successful,

to give a sharper bow
'full'.

As such they

especially considering they are only

a first attempt.
Graphs 3 and 4 show the hull-curves and transverse
sections of a hull produced by modifying rather more hullcurve parameters,
in that

and more drastically.

They are interesting

they show this system can cope with a variety of

hull shape.
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APPEND IX E - RESULTS FROM THE PRCX:::EDURE CHANGEAREA

The CHANGEAREA Procedure {described in Appendix B)
was used with a variety of input,

and with varying success.

Two examples are given here.
Graphs 1,

2 and 3 show the hull-curves,

sections and curve of areas for

transverse

the hull produced by

CHANGEAREA (from the hull pictured in figures 7,

8 and

11 above) when told to reduce the area of section 15 by
100 square units.

As can be seen in Graph 1 this has been

achieved by significantly altering the DC curve {the
original curve is shown as a dashed line).
This has significant effects on both the rest of the
hull

{Graph 2) and the curve of areas

(Graph 3, where again

the original curve is shown as a dashed line).
certainly an unusual

looking hull,

it

And though

is still a fair one.

Graphs 4 and 5 show the effect of altering the
area of section 15 by 150 square units.

The hull curve

parameter altered has obviously been altered excessively
as the hull produced {Graph 5) would probably not now be
considered fair.

As can be seen in Graph 4 the DC curve

has been altered even more than in the previous case.
This example shows the importance of determining proper
bounds on such hull-curve parameters.
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APPENDIX F • GLOSSARY OF YACHTING TERMS

Beam

the width of a hull

Draft

the depth of a hull

Critical
Dimensions

the maximum beam, maximum draft
and length of a hull

Curve of Areas -

a curve giving the

cross~sectional

area of a hull along its length
Offsets

measurements taken off the lines
o f a h u 1 1 t o e nab 1 e i t

to be

constructed
Rating rule

a system used for yacht-racing.
to rate different yachts, on which
a handicap system is based.
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